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OVERSIGHT OF FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE
PROGRAMS: FOOD STAMPS, CHILD NUTRI-
TION, AND COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 25. 1984

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY,

Wasthington, JX

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room
811-32SA, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Jesse Helms tchair-
man of the committees presiding.

Present: Senators Helms and Melcher.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MELCHER, A U.S., SENATOR FROM
MONTANA

Senator MELCHER. The committee will come to order.
The chairman has been detained in .a meeting downtown and

will be here approximately within the next 15 to 20 minutes. How-

ever, he has asked that I open the hearing, so we can get on with
the business of the committee.

I am going to submit the chairman's statement for the record.'
I would like to say at the outset that I have glanced through

these statements that have been submitted while we have been
waiting for this meeting to get on, and I think some of the points
are well made. However, I find it a little bit odd that we are talk-
ing about going into a mandatory work incentive program when we
have not had much results out of those voluntary ones, or the pilot
ones that were set up. So I would like some enlargement on that.
Mary, when you get to that point. I think that will be in your testi-
mony.

Second, I think everybody is going to agree on this idea that the
States cannot have that big of an error rate, but let us see how we
are going to force them and emphasize how we are going to make
these States come up with a smaller error rate. I guess that your
goal is a 5-percent error rate for the States?

Ms. JARRATT. Well, the threshold under current law becomes 5

percent, this coming fiscal year; under this proposal, it would be 3

percent.
Senator MELCHER. You would tighten it up, then, further, even

though it never got below 8 percentit is at 8 percent right now.
Ms. JARRATT. Moving to 3 percent would make food stamps con-

sistent with AFDC and medicaid. The error rate is lower, sir, than

'See p Jur the prepared statement of Senator lielma
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it has been for a nuinher of years. In fact, with the greatest growth
in the program that we have seen during the recession and so
forth, the error rate has come down dramatically. I think there are
some things that we need to do at the Federal to help the
States achieve that. I do think the key to getting error rates down,
too, is to getting State involvement in money for actual benefits in
this issue, instead of just administrative expenses.

Senator Me Loma. Well, why don't you begin any wa, you want,
Mary. You do not need to read this into the record unless you want
to, but emphasize the points that you think are most important.

STATEMENT OF MARY C. JARRATT. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY VIRGIL
CONRAD. DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR FAMILY NUTRITION
PROGRAMS, FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICES, AND GEORGE
BRALEY. DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPECIAL NUTRITION
PROGRAMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Ms. JARRArr. Well, I will try to quickly summarize for you, Sena-
tor.2

First of all, I would say that I am accompanied by George Braley,
second from my left, and Virgil Conrad, who are the deputies for
the Child Nutrition and Food Stamp Programs, respectively, and
we also have other FNS people here, too, to assist in responding to
the questions.

I think the programs that we have in the Food and Nutrition
Service have funztioned quite well during this economic recession,
and now that the economy is improving, we have had on average
21 million people monthly participating in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram, which is the major program for food relief for families, but
that means that we have had about 36 million participating on an
annual basis. That means that 1 American in 6, roughly, partici-
pated in the Food Stamp Program last fiscal year at some point be-
cause of need. Fp I think the program is very responsive to need.

Also, the gap between the allotment and the cost of the thrifty
food plan has been narrowing dramatically. In 1980, the gap was
$11.78. In 1983, because inflation is so much lower, the average gap
between the benefit and the maximum allotment is less than $1. So
the program is very timely, very responsive to current need.

Also, we would like to highlight for you this business about the
error rates. The error rate at our latest collection period according
to our most recent data is down in the range of 8 to 81/2 percent.
This is a preliminary number and can change because there is
quite a lag between the collection of data and the notification of
the States about their error amounts. We cannot officially release
the error rate until we verify the data. But we are quite proud that
the error rate has come down from over 10 percent in 1981 to the
range of 8 to 81/2 percent with our latest collection period. I think
that is a tremendous compliment to both the States and the Feder
al effort that we have been making to reduce the errors.

Of course, it is important that we maintain the dual objective of
providing benefits in a timely manner to the recipients and to pro-

2Ser p for thr prepared starraent of M. Jorratt.
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test the image of the program, whether it is in additional fraud
prosecution or reducing the error rate. It is that dual objective that
protects the program in the eyes of the taxpayer.

With our fiscal year 1985 budget submission, we are projecting
an unemployment rate of 7.8 percent, which is conservative, be-
cause unemployment in February of this year was already down to
7.8 percent. We are anticipating that the program would cover
about 20 million people each month, somewhat down from what we
had last fiscal rear.

Of course, with the revival of the economy and the recovery that
we are seeing, jobs are most important for all people, low-income
people included, and that would mean that our caseload would go
down somewhat.

We think, confronting the rampant budget deficit for the next
years, that the assistance of about 95 million meals a day in some
way by the Federal Government is quite a substantial effort and
does not need to be expanded upon. This in no way accounts for the
State and local contribution that goes to feed needy people each

day.
I would like to turn quickly to the major legislative proposals

that you have mentioned. We do have proposals to provide categor-
ical eligibility for pure AFDC households, about one in every four
food stamp households. This is a simplification process, because the
standards are so compatible now. It would give the caseworkers
more time to devote to other activities.

mandatory basis. That is to save million in the up-
coming

are pro the communit work ex rience program on a

coming fiscal year. We do have some more specific results of the
workfare projects, which I will ask Mr. Conrad to go into in just a
moment. Not complying with this provision would disqualify the
households for 2 months. We think it is important to target the
households that are most likely to be able to work and to get some
commitment for being able to pay off benefits, if one is not able to
find a job otherwise, in a form of work that would be to the com-
munity's benefit.

The sanction system i
that we mentioned is currently at 7 percent

threshold, to go down to 5 percent under current law, in October of
this year. This proposal would make it 3 percent, effective October
1984, and have more compatibility with AFM and medicaid. The
States would have responsibility for the full value of payments
issued in excess of the standard not just a sanction on their
administrative expenses.

We think the proposals will certainly improve management and
reduce the costs, and yet not hamper the benefits or jeopardize the
benefits of any needy recipient.

In child nutrition, the are somewhat more lengthy, but
perhaps less complex. e are proposing to extend the authoriza-
tion for State administrative expenses for 1 year. Currently, they
are authorized for a 2-year period. The purpose of this proposal is
simply to limit the amount ofunused funding that States can carry
over from one fiscal year to the next.

The verification of free and reduced-price applications has gone
very well this past school year, and the error rate in the School
Lunch Program is down. About 1 lunch in 5 was issued incorrectly.
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The error rote is down more in the magnitude of 1! percent now.
We do have money in this proposal to reimburse foci stamp offices
for the cost of giving notifications of +food stampeligibile house-
holds which certifies their eligibility or the premium This docu-
ment then would be provided to school food authorities, so that the
household would automatically be idetified for the authority, and
there would be no need to verify a for stamp household's income.

We are proposing an independent 1:1,lecial aesistance factor subsi-
dy for the reduced -price meal. This -.is became we think that the
subsidy should increase as inflation iacreases. The current law, as
you know, has the reduced subsidy tit 40 cents less than the free
lunch and 30 cents less for brealelst. Thus, the reduced-price
meals receive a higher percentage increase when the adjustment
for inflation is made.

We propose to consolidate the Summer Food Program and the
Child Care Program into a grant. They would be funded at the pro-
jected expenditure level for 1985 if the programs were left intact.
We are proposing to fund the meal assistance for Head Start cen-
ters, at present under the Child Care Feeding Program, through in-
creased funding at HHS and the Head Start budget. We think that
the grant would give more flexibility for the States to target those
children most in need, and also would reduce the complexity of ad-
ministering the program.

We also propose to discontinue the NET Program, because that
program has spent around $90 million since it originally was au-
thorized. It was seed money. The States have had that money and
have had the inaterials that they have developed to use. We think
the effort is well established and does not need Federal funding
anymore.

We propose to eliminate the direct administration of the Child
Nutrition Programs. This is really a burden on our regional offices.
States are c,aser to the people they serve, and they should take the
responsibiliey tc administer those programs. It is an inappropriate
use of Federal resources to directly administer the program at the
local level.

We would extend for a year the authorization to use section 32
funds to provide the commodities for School Lunch Programs. Enti-
tlements would be based on the actual number of meals served
during the previous year, instead of the estimate of meals that are
projected to be served in the upcoming year. Title gives a greater
assurance or the level of assistance to the locality and should not
be controversial.

We would extend the WIC Program for 1 year, and would elimi-
nate the provision to require regular reallocation of program funds.
The WIC Program spends almost. at peak rapacity, and we think
that it is unnecessary to reallocate periodically within the year.
There is a very small pot of money that we are using for the reallo-
cation.

We would reduce the amount of administrative funding in WIC
from 21) to 18 percent. We nee not saying to the States how that.
must be achieved. They will have the flexibility to design :savings.
WIC does have the highest administrative cost of any of our feed-
ing programs, and we think that it could be done at a lower level cf
administrative costs.

8



This concludes my formal remarks, Senator Me 'cher. and we
would be happy to answer any specific questions.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I am going to ask one thing right away
on Child Nutrition Programs and the School Lunch Program. You
mentioned section 32 funds. That is easily understood. You distrib-
ute that as money. Where do you add m the Commodity Credit
Corporation commodities, all the cheese, for instance, that we have
got and the butter, on the School Lunch Program. How do you
handle that?

Ms. JARRAT!'. The ;toms that we declare bonus are given to
schools for all children on a use-without-waste basis, and it is cur-
rently averaging 10 cents a meal. Most of that is dairy, but there is
some honey and other bonus commodities in there.

The projected free meal entitlement is going to be $1.38, almost
$1.39, next year, so that would be 10 cents additional for children
in all categories of participation.

Senator MELCHRR. You have already lost me. Mary. How do you
handle it? You say 10 cents is the bonus% Do you mean you give
them cash, or you give them commodities?

Ms. Jsaiisrr. Sir. we give them the commodities to the extent
that they can use them without wasting them. They can have as
much as they can use, and it is averaging about 10 cents a meal
per child, in addition to what they are entitled to.

Senator MELCHER. Well, let's see. We have got 27 million school
lunches a day, 5 days a week, during the school months; is that
right?

Ms. JARRATT. Well, it is more like MA to 24 million meals.
Senator MELCHF.R. Yes. It was 27 million, but you cut it hack to

23 million.
Ms. Jima Arr. Enrollments have declined, but that is right.
Senator MELCHER. This is everybody who wants to eat there,

right? Can you get a bonus if you are an affluent kid?
Ms. JARRATT. Yes. All children get the bonus commodities re-

gardless of income range.
Senator MELCHEX. Does this count the Special Milk Program?
Ms. JARRATT. No, sir, it does not, because milk is----
Senator MRLCHER. OK. So you are actually moving, you think, 14)

cents worth of cheese, butter, and honey.
Ms. Jaaaiirr. Cornmeal is one of the additional bonus commod-

ities, too. Rut the reason for the increased consumption at the
bonus level is that a wider variety of dairy commodities are being
consumed in the meal in addition to the milk. Milk is one of the
five components in the type A meal, but with all the processing ca-
pacity and so fort., for States are using nonfat dry milk to make
ice cream, and they .7. r e making a variety of things that they serve
in the meal, for baking or whatever.

Senator Mi.21114F-R. Well. it is sure nice to have all this stuff. I do
not think we ever think how nice it is. We never hear too many
people lament having all this surplus, and 1 think we ought to be
thankful we have it. I am not sure what this means, since we seem
to be getting more cheese in storage and butter in storage than we
are distributing, and I do not quite understand that

Ms. JARRATT. We are certainly not trying to escalate the invento-
ry, Senator Melchor.

, tT 1
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Senator Mewing& No, I know we are not But I am just wonder-
ing where, between CCC and the other segments of the Department
of Agriculture, where the flaw is that people cannot seem to get
enough to eat, although we have got a lot of it in dairy products, at
leas

Ms. Janaoerr. szhools are not the only outlet for the dairy com-
modities.

Senator MELCHICR. I know they are not the only outlets. By law,
there are lots of outlets, but despite the law, we do not seem to
have the cheese and butter where people are at. I am satisfied from
what you are telling meand I hope I am not jumping to any false
conclusions, that as far as szhool lunclws are concerned, you are
using what is available and providing it without any hangups so
these schools can have them, and therefore the kids can get a
better deal nutritionwise.

Ms. JAasarr. That is right. It supplements every child's meal. 10
cents a day.

Senator Metrxes. Now, you want to establish categorical eligibil-
ity for food stamps for those people now on AFDC. Why haven t we
done that before? We talked about it for several years that I can
recall. What is the hangup?

MIL JARBA'rr. It was in the law, I understand, prior to 1977, and
was taken out. But we feel that there are so many aspects of AFDC
that are becoming parallel to the requirements in food stamps, and
the benefits are usually administered from the same office, that we
think it makes sense to consolidate administrative activities and to
use the same application for the household, for a period

Senator MICI41112. I know, I know, but what is the hangup? Who
objects to it? You do not know?

Ms. JAaaaTr. Well, I am not sure that it is going to be that con-
troversial this year.

Senator MIELCHER. Do the States like it?
Ms. JARRAIT. I think they will like it, because it will reduce the

amount of time that they consume in processing the applications,
and they can devote their time to other things.

Senator MELCIIER. I would think so, too. I am just a little bit
mystified in my own mind why we are still talking about it, why it
was not done last year or the year before, and who does not like it.
I am just trying to clear it up in my own mind.

JARRATT. Well, I think that there was some question, and a
valid question, that causes us to be engaged in a demonstration
project now to review the idea of giving ca . 'rical eligibility or a
simplified application for AFDC, medicaid, and food stamps,
since they are all coming out of the same ',film, essentially. It is a
program simplification issue, but you want to make sure you are
not impacting the costs too dramatically one way or the other. So I
think that was the reason for proceeding cautiously.

Senator Mumma. I see where you want to eliminate NET. I am
interested to hear what the States say about that, and get some
feedback from the States.

Second, I do not know why we take much stock, from this brief
testimony, in this idea that we would eliminate direct Federal ad-
ministration of the Child Nutrition Programs. They are there for a
purpose. The States did not do it, and we thought it was still a Fed-

0



eral responsibility. Your testimony is so brief here, it does not
really say, if the Federal Government does not do it, whether those
States are going to have those Child Nutrition Programs or not.

Ms. JAntairr. We cannot imagine why a State would not want
the benefit for their citizens, and administer it like the bulk of the
rest of the population, because if it is a good benefit, the States
ought to have some vested interest in administering it locally. Most
people feel that way, and we think it is an undue drain on Federal
resources to try to go in and make contacts with the local school
board or other local agencies to administer a program, when,
really. it should have a State's responsibility.

Senator MELCHER. I do not disagree, but I do not see anything in
your testimony to demonstrate that these States are going to do
that which they have not been doing. I well know why Congress
directed that if the States do not do it, the Federal Government is
going to do it, because they are thinking about the children. I do
not see, from your brief testimony here, any evidence that if the
Federal Government backs out of it, the States are going to pick it
up.

Ms. Jsinuerr. Well, it is not that the Federal Government is not
concerned about the children. We think the States ought to be just
as concerned in administering --

Senator 'WELCHEM. I do, too, but what if they are not? That is the
point. What is there to demonstrate?

Ms. JainiArr. Well, then, I think they are the ones to answer.
Senator MMLCHER. Well, you know, you are working for the Fed-

eral Government, and so am I.
I guess what am saying, Mary, is this We would have to have-

at least I would, for my votehave to have some evidence that the
States, yes indeed, are going to pick it up. But who can quibble or
quarrel with the fact that, yes, they ought to; I just want to know
that they are.

Ms. JaeusTr. Well, if they are not confronted with it., they prob-
ably are not going to volunteer, since they have a good deal going
now.

Senator 'WELCHER. Well, I don't know. There are always two sides
to every coin. The reason that most States do it is because they do
not like the way the Federal Government does it. So they step in
there in between. I have never been convinced that that is neces-
sarily beneficial to anybody, because then, you have got two bu-
reaucracies, and you wonder what falls through the cracks. But
nevertheless, most States do it. I guess my concern would be that if
the Federal Government is going to drop it, does that mean the
States are going to pick it up?

Ms. JARRATT. I think it will mean that the States will pick it up.
Senator MELCHER. Well, I think, at least to get my vote, Mary,

you are going to have to give me more stuff to show me that, so I
can know that.

Now, let's move on to this work requirement. It seems rather odd
to me that in this, the fourth year of President Reagan's adminis-
tration the administration is just getting their act in order to talk
about work requirements for welfare people. Has this administra-
tion given us a wor'-fnre program of some type for welfare people
like Nixon did?

11
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Ms. JARitATT. We have proposed a mandatory work requiremert.
Senator MNIAMER. So you have not come up with one of those.

even though the House of Representatives twice voted on and
passed the Nixon proposal in the early seventies. So this adminis-
tration is going to come at it through the Feud Stamp Pram in
the Department of Agriculture.

Ms. JAaitsTr. Well. the AFDC Program is proposing a program
that this one is modeled after, Senator Meicher, and I will ask Mr.
Conrad to speak to that.

MESenator ulmi. Well, yes, let's have something from Mr.
Conrad on this so I can get enlightened. I may have missed a lot of
things.

Mr. Co man. Senator, we have been studying this issue since our
first wt of demonstrations in July of 1979 and 1980. We continued
t hoe sites and had 14 study sites in December of 1980 through Sep-
tember 41982, and some of those sites have continued.

The concept of the community workfare, and what we have tried
to do is design some flexibility for the States, even though we
would make it mandatory. The States would only be required at
any one time to provide community work opportunities or jobs for
71i percent of the eligible Tool. Now, that is a significant change.
That would give the States the flexibility if they had'recipients
who had transportation problems that could not get to work, if
they had problems of unusually high unemployment in some parts
of the State, not to be required to have a workfare project. It gives
States some flelibility.

Second, it comes down to basically a philosophical issue where
we believeand our demonstrations have shownthat individuals
who are given the opportunity to work, gain work experience; it
gives them the opportunity to contribute work to their community.
It enables them to provide a service foe the welfare benefits that
they receive back to their community. Some of our research and
demonstrations in California show that the women who go through
these programs end up getting jobs that pay more money than if
they did not have the work experience. The key is how you struc-
ture the program.

A recent article from an AFDC project in the State of North
Carolina showed that where, if it is structured properly, if you take
the individuals and you first give them counseling about being a
good employee, about good employee relations, if you have them
tied in to the employment security office, where they are given an
opportunity to go for job interviews, and if you put them in a
project where they are gaining work experience every day, the
payoff is exemplified by the lady in this article who was getting
$202 a month in AFDC benefits, and she went into the work
market making over $700 a month. So that kind of concept, if it is
put together, will work. A workfare project, if it is just "make
work, just for the sake of going out to work, if participants arc not
taught job skills, and if they are not taught how to go out and
interview for a job, that will not enable participants to get a job.
But if workfare is structured in the manner thi.0 I desribed, it is
very successful. These demonstrations, were conducted in the State
of south Carolina when I was the commissioner there, in Berkeley
and Greenville County, and the local people liked them very much.

12
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But the problem that we are dealing with is illustrated by the
State of Florida, where the local general assembly is debating the
merits of whether it should be statewide, or it should be local on a
voluntary basis. We feel that we are going to have to provide some
impetus on the national level, saying that these programs need to
be statewide and that they need to he reasonable. We only ask you
to do 75 percent of your eligible pool, so you have the flexibility
with the people. And the bottom line is, if workfare is set up prop-
erly, we believe that the evidence would show or suggest that
people will move into the private employment market faster.

Senator MELCHER. Well, that is a pretty big "if' --if they are set
up properly. I am not arguing with anything you say. I just do not
know where the resources are to set them up. I do not think you
can set. up a training program like you haw described in North
Carolina without a considerable amount of financial resources. If
States have those resources, wonderful. My experience around here
is that States say they do not have those resources to set up any-
thing.

Mr. CONRAD. I believe that there are two benefits that the States
get out of the workfare projects. The first direct benefit they get is
a reduction in the outlay of their costs for the aid to families with
dependent children benefit. That is the first one, and the second
one, of course, they get the increased revenue when a person goes
to work. So it is a two-pronged payoff. We pay 100 percent of the
benefits in the Food Stamp Program, and so it is not just a human-
itarian effort on our part to try and enable people to connect with
the work environment. We believe that the States need to have a
little bit of incentive, in fact, in the requirement. With our pro-
gram, they are going to be reluctant to invest some of their re-
sources to help their citizens, for which we are re.lving the full 100

percent of the food stamp benefits if they an *in working, move
into the employment market.

Senator MELCHER. I do not want to sound negative on what you
have said, because what you have said has been very constructive. I
just find myself reluctant to believe that we have gotten ourselves
in a position, through food stamps, to provide the mechanism to ac-
complish what you have described. If a State can provide this, I
think it would be most meaningful in the lives of a tremendous
number of people. But you really have stressed the key part, and
that is job training.

Mr. Gomm). For job training and job search, the Federal Gov-
ernment is willing to be an equal partner in sharing administrative
costs with the States. We are willing to pay 50 percent of these
costs.

Senator MEIAMER. 1 think that Is good, and I think it is highly
constructive. I just do not know that we can move into it with food
stamps. I was very interested years ago in what we did with the
Nixon bill.

Mr. CoNaso. In the AFDC families.
Senator MELCHER. Yes. As I said, the House twice passed it. But

it carried with it the important element of job training, which was
key, as well as child care facilities, plus the incentive of keeping all
of what you made but only having your welfare check reduced 54)
cents on the dollar. It had the key elements. What you are propos-
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ing here are very similar to that, but just limited to food stamps. I
do not want to sound negative.

Ir. CONRAD. I understand, Senator.
Senator Mamma. If we can make it work, I am for it. But I

doubt we can get it all in order this year. This is a big project, and
a very meaningful one if we can do it.

Mr. CONRAD. We have been very careful to not create an addi-
tional burden on the States, to construct our workfare project so
that it would be compatible exactly with the AFDC Program, so
that the same site and can be used. I would just add one or two
other comments. The average work time that a food stamp recipi-
ent would have to spend on a work project could only be 35 hours
ner month, leaving ample time, certainly, to look for other work.
We would not require anyone to work more than 120 hours com-
bined to satisfy their their food stamp and AFDC work obligations,
so that we could assure time to move and look for work in the
economy, because the ultimate objective is to link participants with
a job and to move them into that independent status, so we would
try to provide those things.

Ms. JARRATT. It is targeted to the ones most likely to be able to
get the jobs.

Senator MELcsusa. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, Senator Helms assumed the Chair.)
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Meicher, I appreciate your covering for

me. I think this is the first time I have been late for a meeting of
my own committee, but I was tied up downtown with a matter of
some consequence to North Carolina. But i do appreciate it, and I
apologize for being late to you folks. But I know you enjoyed Sena-
tor Melcher.

Let me ask a few 4uestions, largely for the record. I learned a
long time ago that it is wiser to ask only those questions to which
you think you know the answerat least, that is an axiom in the
courtroom, though I am not a lawyer.

Tell me about the statistics that you may have, assuming that
you have them, about the relative value of purchasing power of
food stamps, compared to a few years ago. Did you already cover
that?

Ms. JARRATF. Just in passing remarks in the general presenta-
tion before we began the questioning, Senator. We can provide a
chart showing the actual coupon value and the cost of the thrifty
food plan on a yearly basis for some period in time. But in 1980, for
example, the cost to buy the thrifty food plan was $219.78 for a
family of four. The maximum allotment for a felinity of four at that
time was $208. In 1983, the average cost of the thrifty food plan is
$253.59, and our allotment value is $253 for a family of four, so the
gap has closed, within a dollar of the allotment being equal to the
cost of the plan. That is because food inflation has gone down over
the last several years. We will be happy to supply a year-by-year
charting of that for the record.
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The CHAIRMAN. I would think that would be important. I guess it
is sort of like Mark Twain said about the weather; everybody talks
about feeding the hungry, but nobody really understands a number
of aspects. One is the impact of inflation; second, the impact of
abuse of the program. You folks are making strides in that, but
you have got a long piece to go yet. But a journey of 1,000 miles, I
think somebody said, begins with the first step.

Finally, I find that my colleagues in the Senate do not really un-
derstand the enormity of the coat of overlaps, for example. I have
often used the illustration of the free lunches at school and the
food stamps still being given to cover those children at home. Now,
somebody is being treated unfairly. If you are going to continue to
give the foot stamps for the duplicated meals, then what about
the people who do not send their children to school? You cannot
have it both ways, I tell the Senators.

What is the duplicated cost of that one thing?
Mr. BoNEv. $&)0 million.
The CHAIRMAN. $600 million And some of the Senators gasp and

t hey say, "It cannot be." But the slightest adjustment and tighten-
ing of the program with no intention whatsoever on the part of
anybody to deprive needy peopleas a matter of fact, the needy
people are the ones who are being hurt the most.

Well, I believe Torn told me that you had discussed the error rate
in the Food Stamp Program and its--

Ms. JARRATT. Its decline, yes, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN- Right. Now, suppose, just for the sake of consid-

eration, that you should have a tougher error rate sanction, some-
thing like 3 percent. Would you reduce the error rate more rapidly
if something like that were imposed?

Ms. JARRAIT. I believe we would, Senator, because a lot of vhat
is necessary for the reduction in error rate is technical assistance.
We have provided that. A lot of what we still need is simplification
of t he program. We are still struggling with that, and we need
some congressional support, more than what we have had, to sim-
plify the program structure. But we also need State involvement in
the benefit levels. That is what occurs in AFDC, and that is why
other assistance programs are able to do well with a lower error
threshold. They have some State commitment to the moneys that
are spent, other than just administrative moneys. I think there are
a number of elements in reducing the error, but that State involve-
ment is very critical.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we had Peter Grace and some of his associ-
ates here some weeks back, and we were trying to compare or con-
trast, as the case may be, across the board a number of Govern-
ment functions, as opposed to the way businesses operate in this
country. I am not sure that the private-sector system would toler-
ate even a 3 percent error rate, you know.

We have heard some complaints from State and local administra-
tors who do not want to continue the monthly reporting and retro-
spective budget provisions which were just implemented in Janu-
ary. Do you still have a pretty high degree of confidence in these
antifraud provisions?

Ms. JARRATT. Yes, Senator, we do. We have granted a number of
waivers, so that currently, only about one-quarter of the food
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stamp caseload is subject to monthly reporting. The waivers have
been granted based on what the States tell us about how monthly
reporting would play with the way the errors are occurring in their
States. For some States, it is more effective to apply znonthl re-

porting to public assistance households; with others, it is not. hen
States can show that to our regional offices, and convince us we
have granted a substantial number of waivers. A lot of people
think A is an onerous requirement, and that it is con-

and befuddling. e have done a demonstration project on
mon y reporting and retrospective budgeting, and we have found
that once requirements are in place, the recipients could comply
with them, and did not find the requirements confusing. We found
that there were some participants that lost benefits, but a lot of
those people should have lost benefits. There are some precautions
in there to protect people from being just automatically terminat-
ed. In other words, if a report does not come in, and it looks like a
household is going to be terminated, the household is given a
nr ice; and an opportunity to make adjustments to the file. So it is
not just automatic termination. We think that some of the data we
are getting from the demonstration project is quite positive and in-
dicate that monthly repo *rting should be retained for those types of
cases where it is cost effective.

The CHAIRMAN. I saw a story in one of the papers down home,

the Charlotte Observer, I think it was, which quoted Mr. Green-
stein very extensivelyand of course, Mr. Greenstein is always
positive and sometimes rightbut he was saying that all of this
costs more, that it is just an added burden on the system and does
not do any good. Now, I do not want to get you in a pitched battle
with Mr. Greenstein, but I for one reject that notion. I will tell you
something else. The administrators on the ground in North Caroli-

na with whom I have talked, they refit what he is stating. It is
propaganda. I will say that to his face, and I will say it any time it
comes up, because it is just a false statement.

Ms. JARRATT. Well, there are one initial startup costs, and I
think some of the confusion that people perceive about MRRB is
associated with the startup element of it. It costs about 5 or 10 per-
cent, perhaps, additionally to administer. But what you can save in

the elimination of the misissued benefits for some cases should be

more significant than what small amount it might cost for adminis-
tration. We do think that high administrative coststhey are not
that high, reallyare associated with the startup. There was some
confusion in Michigan, but it was associated with startup aspects of
the new activity. I think Michigan is fairly content that the pro-
gram is doing some good.

We will have additional data from about five or six demonstra-
tion sites confng up to you quickly.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, going back to this business of the error
rate, it is significant to me that once we began cracking down, the
States all of a sudden found that they could bring down the error
rate. It is true in my State, and I am sure, all across the country.
But it is so easy for the States to spend money that they do not
have to raise. They do not have to tax people for the Food Stamp
Program, and so therefore, they my little or no attention to it until
somebody up here in Washington, DC, says, "Look here, your error
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rate is 14 to 111 percent," or whatever. Then, all of a sudden, they
find out that they can, after all, do something about if. I think it is
your responsibility, and I think it is the responsibili of Congress
to encourage them to do something about it.

I am not sure that I agree with all of this buainess of furnishing
the money from the Federal taxes, taktn from tlai people, and
giving it to anybody to spend with a high tolerance of errors and
mismanagement. That is all we are getting at. That is all I am get-
Ow at, and I assume that you feel the same way.

There are a lot of concerns from parochial schools that the ad-
ministration p to eliminate direct Federal administration of
Child Nutrition * will result' in their elimination from the

Pr°C3.
Have you made any provisions for these sclaiols?

1kitaiver. We have not, Senator. it was not in our
But we would entertain a contract idea, perhaps. We woulr brwill-
ing to talk this over. We think that it is very important for the
local people to administer these programs if they want the benefits
for their citizens. The benefits are there. The vast mapority of the
population like the fact that they have hands-on relationship with
the delivery of the programs. In school lunch, for example, we have
some Federal requirements, but the locals design the meals. We
think they should. We think the local participation is important
But if there is some really valid reason that they cannot, then we
would entertain some kind of relief for it. But we think that some
of the regionally administered programs are being carried out that
way because it is a free service, and actually, it is costing a lot of
money to go in and make local contacts and try to determine local
food preferences and so forth, to federally administer a program in
a small town that is far away from here.

The CumarsAN. GAO, in a earlier this year, recommended
establishment of greater guidelines in distribution of commodities
to the States, about eligibility for participation in the distribution
of free cheese and perhaps other commodities.

Have you implemented the GAO's recommendations, or are you
working on them, or what?

Ms. JARRATT. Well, we issued interim regulations in December of
last year, which required the States to use some kind of income-
tested program as the focus point for the delivery of these foods to
households. Most of them are using AFDC, or MI, or memid, or
some income-tested program. We do not think it makes sense to set
up a separate income test for a program that has a relatively low
dollar transfer, and we think that the use of other public assistance
p for a definition of the people who should receive it is a
pe ectly legitimate one, and we think that is working well.

I think the concern came about when the distribution of com-
modities became so high last year, and there was a large concern
about displacement. Of course, the higher the income of the recipi-
ent, the greater the concern about displacement. We think that we
have greatly lessened displacement concerns by applying_this gen-
eral kind of income test to the eligibles. Also. we are able to pro-
vide 35 million pounds of cheese and lesser amounts of other com-
modities a month to needy ple. We think it is a useful su
ment and that a big program dwuld not be built up around w
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we hope is a temporary program, only to the extent that the inven-

tou lasts.
nw CHAIRMAN. Well, I hope it is temporary. Whatever side of

the responsibility of this committee, I think that the surpluses that
we are building up are just horrendous. The more we try to work

on this surplus of cheese, the worse it gets.
Ma. JARRATT. I was just saying to Senator Melcher that the value

of the free lunch this coming year will be $1.39, and tt... value of

the bonus commodities to all children, regardless of income. is now

10 cents additional over the entitlement. I think few people realize
where these foods go. I think there is a perception that we have a
lot of foods that we are not distributing, which is not true. They

are basically committed for other programs. But the amount of
usage in schools, for emergency feedings and every other

na of feeding proigram is quite substantial now.
The en AIRMAN- .1.4et us go back to that GAO report. This is an-

other thing that is confused in the minds of a lot of people. They

see it in terms of black and white, poor people and not poor people.

Even a lot of Senators say, well, it is no big thing, these free lunch

programs or reduced-price lunches, or whatever, when you look at

the cost of one of them it is not much, but when you start multiply-
ing it by the mil then it becomes a concern of Pete Domenici

and everybody else is concerned about the On the one

hand, they are at the administration to the deficit,

and on the other hand, say: "Well, just away more." You

cannot have it both ways. ut that is y the I that
we have in this country today, and a of out there not

understand, as I said earlier, that the sNghtest overlap, dupli-

cation, whatever, runs into hundreds of millions of dollars.
Ms. Jansarr. But Senator, out of the Department of Aviculture

alone, we subsidize "daily, either totally, as with the free -lunch, or
Vii, as with the food s!anip allotment, about 95 million meals

as day. family that is ehOW for free lunch would also be eligi-

ble for food stamps. If that family had a - , t mother, post-
partum mother, or a child up to age 5, it " get WIC. 'rbey_could

also get child care; they would probably be entitled to AFDC if it
were a sinfle-parent, female-headed household. We could work up

a hypothetical family for you, if would like, and show you what

kinds of food assistance are available to families at a given income.

d` he Cititiamm. I would like to see that, but you do not have to

be very hypothetical to see the fiscal awkwardness of the school

lunch program.
Now, the GAO report, as I recall, indicated that most student

dro t in the School Lunch Program has been from children in

If income families.
you find that to be the case?

Ms. JARsimur. That is right. Senator bIelcher brought this point

up, and we did not have a chance to clarify it. He said that there
were some 27 million children on the program prior to this admin-

istration coming into office, and now, about 281/2 million children

eat the school lunch every day. The participation in the free and

reduced-price category. is now about what it was in 1NO. The par-

ticipation in the paymg category, the most affluent children, is

down, and we think that is appropriate. Also, there has been a 4-
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percent reduction in enrollment over that same period, and the
Congress, I think, rightly, eliminated the private, high-tuition
schools and a number of other institutions that accommodated chil-
dren from more affluent families. I think that what we know now
is that the program is better targeted to the more needy child and
that all the allegations that the program is going to cave in, if we
reduce the paying child and so forth, are completely unfounded.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, as a matter of fact, the young people from
lower income families, the number of them participating in the
School Lunch Program has been pretty stable, hasn't it?

Ms. JARRATT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do we have the statistics on thatif not, I would

like you to provide it for the record, if you will.
Ms. JARRATr. Georz
Mr. BRALEY. Yes, ator. The number of free meals served each

has been relatively constant: In fact, comparing a year like
1 : with last year, there were 10 million free meals a day in 1980
and in 1983, there were 10.4 million, and those go to children from
.familes below 130 percent of poverty.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you71, I think that is about all the
damage I can do. Do you have anything to add for the record, any
of you?

Ms. JAReArr. No, Senator. We appreciate the opportunity to be
here.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I appreciate your coming, and again, I
apologize for being previously detained, but this is one of those
times. Jim Buckley used to say when he was in the Senate that he
was convinced that there was a little computer down in the bowels
of the Capitol somewhere, that cranked up every morning at 6 and
had him scheduled to be three places at one time every day, and
that is about the way all Senators are.

What we do observe here and not many Senators are attending
this hearing, but they know that they can read the transcript, and
I shall encourage them to do so.

Ms. JaiteArr. We will be happy to reply to any questions they
have.

CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Thank you very much.
Ms. JARRATT. Tim* you.
[Written questions from Senator Jesse Helms to Assistant Secre-

tary Mary Jarrett and answers thereto:]
Quadiun 1. What covrelation, if any. exists between those States that have high

overissuance error rates in the Fond Stamp Program and those State that have
high underissuance error rates?

Answer. There is some correlation between these States that have high overis-
suance and underissuance error rates in the Food Stamp Program but the degree of
the correlation changes from period to period. For example, in the second half of
Fiscal Year 11.)51, four State* are the top 10 with the highest error rates in
both overissuance and undo:cis/mance. r .in the first half of Fiscal Year 1952,
there is only one State among the 10 with the ixighest error rates in both cat/writs.

A more unix/dant correlation betweenebverissuance and underissuance error
rates concerns how the error rates have clbinged over time. In other words, whether
reducing the overbalance error rate alila reduces the underissuance rate. The na-
tional overkeunnce error rate has deceased since 19S0 white the national underis-
suance error rate has remained the same. However, preliminary study indi-
cates a positive although statist' ly insignificant correlation between overiesuance
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and underimeuance ersor rates over this time. rhis indicates the potssiWity that, in

the (aggregate. reductions in the overiasuance error rates tend to he ass&iuttal with

reductions in the underissuance error rates.
Quewtion 2. As I understand it. the Department has completed administrative

hearings on several of the error rate sanctions which were ameased against sesend

States for high overissuance errors, but that the Department lost half of these cases.

What were the reasons for these adverse rulirsts? Are current procedures sufficient

to ensure that the rostute's error rate sanction system will be enforced?

Answer. Severe' factors were involved in the findings in favor of the States by the

Appeals Hoard. First, States may be excused for their high error rates based on a

"good cause" determination. As the determination of good cause is intended to re-

spond to unanticipated circumstances, it is somewhat bjective. The Appeals Boardsu

may make a different determination than the program officials.

The current procedures are sufficient to ensure enforcement of the sanction

system. The following are recent examples of continuing efforts by the Department

to improve the Quality Control System:
Publication of final regulations ably 14, 1984) implementing quality control tome-

tion changes.
In-depth analysis and review of States' appeals decisions.
Task Force to conduct analyst of the current system established in May 1944.

Question J. As we discussed, potentially one of the mast important reforms adopt-

ed in recent years has been the error rate sanction system. Yet. a recent GAO

report indicated that none of the money owed has been collected. When does the

Department anticipate collecting any of the money from sanctions applied to States

with high error rates?
Answer. The State ofConnecticut paid the De t $1,47$,515 for the sanction

resulting from the excessive error rate during AprilSeptember 19M1 reporting

pis loci. Connecticut is contesting this sanction in court- Two other States (Alaska

and Arizona also have been billed. Collection has been stayed pending resolution of

the court suits filed by these two States. The Department will continue to make

every effort to collect the claims against these States and hilly enforce the sanction

provision* of the statute.
Question 4. At least one witness has asserted that the implementation of monthly

reporting and retrospective budgeting has resulted in increased error rates. Do you

have any data that would confirm or refute the claim?
Answer. In the initial months of operating a monthly reporting kvstem, error

rates may increase. This occurred in out demonstration ',eject in Illinois due to

computer software problems that, later. "tbrerected. The demonstration meject is

over now. The State is operating molder regular MR/RD requirements subject to

waivers. However, when start-up pras were eliminated, our anlaysis of error

rates indicated that monthly reporting neither increased nor decreased the error

rate. This result may indicate potential for error reduction because the demonstra-

tion project differed from the current ;emigrant operating procedures by not requir-

ing faceto-face recertifications.
Recertification is an important method for control-

ling error in the current system. The fact that errors did not increase under the

monthly reporting demonstration indicates that monthly reporting controlled errors

as effectively as recertifications. If monthly reporting is implemented in corOunction

with recertification interviews, it is reasonable to mass nee that error rates might be

reduced. However, the Illinois study does not provide any direct evidence on this.

We anticipate issuing reports on this project some tune this fall.
question 5. Do you have State-by-ante data on the approximate percentage of re-

cipient, required to submit month reporting forms in each State?

Answer. We have preliminary statistics by State on the percentage of recipients

required to submit monthly report forma. Attached is the Statihyaate breakdown,

bleed on information collected in April of this year.
Approximately one-third of the States are requiring monthly reporting

for more than Sit percent of the caseload. One-fourth of the States have placed :Win

percent on monthly reporting while an additional one-third have between 10 and 30

percent monthly reporters.
Reriptents requin-d to submit monthly reports

Sort Iusea

Permn t

Connecticut
3.S

Maine
35.0

Massnehuset ts
20.1

New Hampishisrr
1.1.3
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Mak Firmest

New York 16.3
Rhode Wand 11.7
Vermont 10.3

Mid-Atlantic.
Delaware 40.0
District of Columbia 18.75
Maryland 20.0
New Jersey 19.0
Pennsylvania 21.0
Puerto Rwo
Virginia 19.0
Virgin Wands 16.7
West Virginia 18.6

Southeast:
Alabama 6.0
Florida 11.01
Georgia KO
Kentucky 16.6
Missisaippi 33.0
North Carolina 9.16
South Unrolina 9.8
Tennessee 7.4

Midwest:
Illinois 14.6
Indiana 46.0
Michigan 85.5
Minnesota 63.0
Ohio
Wisconsin 31.6

Southwest:
Arkansas 10.4
housianii 37.3
New Mexico 61.1
Oklahoma 35.7
Texas 13.5

Mountain Plains:
Colorado 24.3
Iowa.. 30.0
Kansas 54.0
Missouri 39.0
Montana 89$
Nebraska 46.0
North Dakota 82.0
South Dakota 74.0
Utah 43.0
Wyoming 86,0

Western:
Alaska 97.0
American Samoa
Arizona 32.6
California 91.0
Guam 147.4

Hawaii 63.7
Idaho .1
Nevada
Northern Mariana Island
Oregon
Trust Territory
Washington

60.14

56.3

35.7

Question 6. You mentioned that you might have some additional information on
monthly reporting based on demonstration studies. If you have completed that.
would you describe the findinga?

Answer. We are in the process of reviewing and cleating the final reports of the
Illinois monthly reporting demonstration project which should be released this fall.
The study had four major areas of analysis to assess the effect of monthly reporting
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on Aggregate payment and caseload ievela: payment accurately terror rates,: ad-

ministrative costs: and recipients.
The demonstration experienced significant implementation problems due largely

to computer software defects that were not corrected until the second half of demon-

stration. The results of the analysis for each topic are indicated below:
Ibyrnent and caseload. Due to computer " the payment savings expected

to result from monthly reporting did not occur. Over the course of a year. benefits

in fact increased fill reent. However. in the second &month wi-W when the ma-

jority of system were revolved payment and case levels were not sig-

nificantly different for the monthly reporting group.
Payment amarvicy.--There was no difference in error rates after contrail' for

implementation problems. It is impar.tant to note that the demonstration red

from the current system by not requiring face-to-face recertification. Recertifications
were found to reduce errors in the current system . In conjunction with a recertifica-

tion poi*: there may be some potential to reduce error as well, but there is no

direct of this from the Illinois demonstration.
Administrative costsThere was an increase in administrative costs after control-

ling for computer proldems, by an estimated 6 pent.
Recipient effectsIn general. recipients had no problems completing the monthly

reporting forms and liked the system because it routinfied their contact with the
welfare office. There was less cxinfusion about what to report and when to report

Also, there was no additional cost to recipients o participate in the program. Con-

pared to the current system, there was no difference in the number of closed cases

that were eligible for benefits.
Question 7. At earlier hearings, several witnesses have made auggeations for Food

Stamp Program changes that Commas has already enactedin 1981 and 19W2bul.

which have not been implemented through regulations. :ft . recommenda-

tions have been made to apply the ooluntorY quit sanction not only to aPPlicAnto

but also to reciidents. This was mandated in section 1311 of the Agriculture and

Food Act of 1981, P.L. 97-98. A provision in the Omnibus Budget Reconelliatkin Act

of 1982. P.L. 97-253, provided that food stamp recipients would not receive any in-

crease in benefits resulting from a reduction in benefits in another welfare program

(section 164E Another provision increased the penalt/ for voluntarily insitting a wb

from 60 day ineligibility to 90 day 'ineligarility (sect= 1510. However, as I unr

lased it, none of 'envisions has been implemented in the two years since en-

actment. The two voluntary nit provisions in rticular seem ver stsaightfarvrard.

Why have these three not been ted, and when will they be im-

plemented? What other provisions have not implemented, and what is your

schedule for implementation?
Answer. AU there provisWos were originally included in brawler proposed regula-

tions which raised Nome complicated holes. the resolution of which in turn delayed

publiodion of final regulations. The two voluntary quit provisiens Greasing the

as a icants) were included in a proposed rule on work registration/job search pub-fan quitting a job and applying the penslt/ to pediments ais well

1' on May 24, 1983. As you are aware, responstisility for adminiim the pro-

gram's work requirements has shifted over the past 2 years to State we Mze agen-

cies that (ago contracts providing for 100 permt funding. Discussions about this

change in responsibility and funding, as as alterante approaches, have delayed

publication of final rules on the 's work requirements. We have since re-

moved the voluntary quit proviftions this larger docket. They are now in a reg-

ulation on workfare that will be published at a later date.
Similar complication have delayed implementation of the provision to ensure

that food stamp benefits do not increase when other welfare payments are tedium'

for violations of the rules. This provision was published on April 19. 1983, in a Pne

posed rule that also included legislative provisions allowing diaclasure of certain

program records to the Comptroller General, law enforcement officials, and officials

in other Federal or federally-assisted Sate senistance programa: Commenters raised

several isie,ues about disclosure of information that required a significant amount of

research and delayed final rules. Those issues are now resolved. We consider it a

high priority to finalize this regulation and are moving to amine its prompt publics-

There are only a couple of other provhilons from 1981 and 1982 legislation that

publica-

tion.

still need to be implemented. One 1981 prevision gives Stale agencies a more flexi-

ble time frame to notify households of the expiration of their certification periods.

This regulatien should be published later this year. Another 1961 provision allows

the Department to revise vehicle resource standards; this is not mandatory and is
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being eiuunined further. We are also continuing to work an the Maws relating to
work requirements.

Question & The Department has changed the_pniceolures tr:alved in implement-
ing the work registration requirements of the Food Star . Yet I under-
stand that some States are not performing work t is the current
status with regard to how many States are not w nog any work registration?
How does the Department intend to ensure en t of the work registration

"temente of the Food Stamp Act in these States?
. All States are currently conducting work regkeration as required by the

regulations. With regard to the jab near dr trograin. States ipate and receivefunding by con with the U.S. Department of ture. Currently. 41States are operating a search program. Under the ...entracte, these Staten receive
full funding for their jab search activities. Because the contract relationship is vol-
untary. some States have elected not to participate. The Department strongly en-courages all States to in jab sear h.

griestioa S. The General ramm Office completed a report in Jan 1?l2
which indicated that million of dollars could be saved by the A
Lion-To-Participate system which was used as the issuance syetem about 75 Per-
cent of the Food Stamp Fragrant. What actims have been taken CO the okys-
tem's rural integrity, as memo:ended by the GAO? Specifically,. has beendone to eliminate Federal expenditures associated with duplicate issuance and re-
demption which the GAO estimated was costing about $12 million annually?

Answer. The Department has made great strides toward improving the fiscal in-tegrity
associated with duplicate issuance and redemption. Du icate

tegrity of the AulmUft-'11,--Participiite (ATP) System and Federal

nuance.: have dropped 57 _percent from $12 million in Fiscal Year 1981 to $6.2 mil-
lion in Fiscal Year 1983. This dramatic drop is evidence ofour commitment to elimi-nate these haws.

To reduce ATP lames due to theft and abuse, the Department has moved aggres-
/lively to improve the ability to positively identify or verify food stamp client*. MI
food stamp project areas with more than 100. 000 ts are required to have
photo ID's. In addition, the Department has mandated ID's for areas with km
than 100.000 recipients when duplicate issuances were excessive. The Department
has also encouraged States to voluntarily implement the use of photo ID's or to in-
fant] an issuance system that will prevent excessive losses. Since November 1 etr2. 11
sites have implemented a mandatory photo ID system. 11 sites have voluntarily im-
plemented a photo ID system and six sites have developed an alternate klentifica-
t ion

TosErhier reduce the abuse of the ATP replacement rules for ATP is-
suances have been tightened. In addition, the Department has developed regulations
continuing the authority for operation of New York City's food stamp t
ATP issuance procedure and rapid erns reconciliation . This system has vir-
tually eliminated ATP lame caused by recipients fra tly requesting and nego-tiating replacement ATP's.

Finally, the Department is testing the use of the Electronic Benefit Transfer
system. which substitutes electronic impulses for paper coupons as an exchange
medium. This system was designed to eliminate opportunities for fraud and abase
and promises to curb such offenses as mail fraud, coupon theft, forgery and alter-
ation of participant identification and authorization cattle, redemption of coupons
for cash and food stamp trafficking.

Question 10. Has the . rtment taken action to correct deficiencies identified by
the Inspector General the General Accounting Office with regard to State im-
plementation of wage match requirements?

Answer. 'I he Department has taken several actions to correct the deficiencies
identified by the Office of Inspector General (01G) and the General Accounting
Office (GAO) on wage match implementation. On June 6, 1984, the Department re-
sponded to the report from GAO which explained rious actions taken on wage
matching. To date, seven of the 10 recommendations cited by OIG have been re-solved.

Significant has been made since the OIG and GAO's field work was con-ducted. The t has devoted an enormous amount of time and effort to
ensure that States implement wage matching, and continues to provide technical as-
sistance to enhance States' waive metching systems. To date. 414 &Mee have imple-mented wage matching. States are improving their level of computer
development as well as their know of prioritization techniques and follow-up
strategies. As effective wage match mrategies are developed, the Department shares
this information with all regions and States. Currently, the Department is coordi-
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nesting its elivtta In a project with the Department of Health and Human Services
and other Federal agencies under the auspices of the President's Council of Integri-
ty and Elikiency to increase its knowledge of efective wage match strategies. This
information will also be shared with States to further improve their systems and
realize benefits from was matching.

In addition. the Department has initiated and continues to initiate the warning
proms for State agencies 4411CIP with wage match requirements. Further,
the Department regional offices State have conducted over 60 monitor-
ing reviews of wage match activities since Year INS, and several are planned
for the remainder of Farce! Year 1984.

The Department continues to make wage matching a high priority in our efforts
to detect and prevent program abuses.

door 11. Concerns have been expressed that the Department has received, but
is not releasing, information on the national WIC evaluation being supervised by
Dr. David Rush. Dr. Rush has supplied a letter of clarification about how much of
his work has been completed. However, from USDA's standpoint, what is the status
of this evaluation, and when do you anticipate that it will be released?

Answer. FNS has received preliminary drafts of the National WIC Evaluation
study reports. After review by FNS technical staff and the National WIC Advisory
panel, the reports were considered unsuitable for final draft preparation and sub-
stantial revision was required. FNS is therefore, modifying the National WIC Eval-
uation contract to provide additional time and support to complete planned analyses
and draft a camprehensive and readable final report.

Release of the study findings is dearly premature until FNS and the advisory
panel have had the opportunity to review, discuss, and provide final comments to
the contractor. While USDA is anxious to share study results with thewWic, (stab-

sults and are standard . USDA expects to release the final report in late
fished review and clearance ties are USDA's assurance of Nigh quality re-

re
tail.

Question. Ixr Both the General Accounting Office and the Inspector General have
stressed the need to ensure that recipients of surplus commodities are actually
needy. What action has the department taken to ensure greater accountability and
address these concerns?

Answer. Interim regulations published on December 16, 1063, require that each
State agency administering the Temporary Emergency Food Assistance Program
(TEMP) develop income-based standards of need for program participation and
submit these criteria in a plan of operation for the Department's approval. States
have responded lively to these interim rules to the point that we now believe
effective income- : standards are in place in every State. For example. half of
the States have established income standards equal to or below the Food Stamp Pro'
gram standard of 130 percent of the poverty level. All other States have standards
at or below the limits for reduced-price school meals (185 percent of the poverty
level t.

Proposed amendments to the interim regulations published on July 2, 19$4, stag-
10'et several program accountability and monitoring Revisions. Public comments on
these amendments are due by August 31, 1984, and it is expected that final rules
will be Wetted early in Fiscal Year 1985.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witnesses are Thomas J. Burke, Assist-
ant Inspector General for Investigations, and Dann K Adkisson,
Assistant Inspector General for Audit.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. BURKE, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GEN-
ERAL FOR INVESTIGATIONS. AND DONN E. ADKISSON, ASSIST-
ANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDIT, OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
GENERAL U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Mr. BURKE. Senator, I am the Assistant Inspector General in

charge of Investigations for the Department of Agriculture. Also
this week, I am the Acting Inspector General. John Graziano is at
a conference in Miami with the U.S. attorney, discussing a very im-
portant case that has international implications.

A7 tt4 4
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We Lye no prepared statement, sir. We responded to your re-
quest, and we would be delighted to answer any questions that you
may have concerning our audit work or investigative activities
within the Department of Agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, and we will move it along fast, be-
cause I know you gentlemen have other responsibilities. But I ap-
preciate your coming, because it Is important that we make a
record as to what is accurate and what is factual with respect to a
lot of things.

Let me go back to 1980. The then Inspector General, Mr.
McBride, indicated that the requirement that the Federal Govern-
ment operate directly several nutrition programs was diverting
Federal personnel from proper review and monitoring of all Feder-
al nutrition programs, as well as from providing technical moist-
ance. Inasmuch as the Federal Government must still operate
these programs directly, do you agree with the observation by Mr.
McBride?

Mr. BURKE. Senator, this was discussed by Senator Melcher and
Ms. Jarrett. The FNS is attempting to put some of these FNS-ad-
ministered programs back with the States. That was Mr. McBride's
observation at that time, and I think we would agree. However,
Senator Melcher also thought it would be a very difficult thing to
do, and I agree with that, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Sometimes the right thing to do is difficult, and
what we nc..d to think about is not the politics of it, but what is
right for the people who are paying for these programs and all the
others of the Federal Government.

Do you think we ought to require the States to assume direct ad-
ministration of these programs? I mean, if you were just a de-
tached citizen out there, do you think you would applaud requiring
the States to do that?

Mr. Bu.,-Kz. I really do not know, sir, except that we do back
FNS's policies in this regard. I have to quote Mary Jarrett again.
She said she did not know if it should be a requirement or how it
would work, but they are going to try to get the States to assimi-
late these programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, I think.
Well, I guess I will not press the point. But we talk about the

cooperation of the Federal, State, and local governments. I came to
Washington nearly 12 years ago, convinced that there was not all
that much cooperation, and there was much cheatbeating, particu-
larly on the State level, about the cooperation. But I did not see it,
and I still do not see it, certainly, when somebody else has the re-
sponsibility of raising the revenue to finance it.

Well, let me ask you about that $4.8 million robbery of food
stamps in Philadelphia. I remember hearing some weeks ago that
some folks had been arrested in North Carolina. Have there been
any more arrests?

Mr. &Inez Senator, in talking about cooperation and coordina-
tion between Federal, State, and local authorities, the $4.8 million
theft of food stamps in Philadelphia, I am very proud to say, was
an excellent illustration of cooperation and coordination in the law
enforcement community at all levels.
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The theft of the $4.8 million occurred in mid-December from the
printing firm, U.S. Bank Note, and was not discovered until right
after New Year's; $4.8 million in food stamps is equivalent to four

skids, or pallets, about 6 feet tall, and they needed a large truck to
take this kind of volume out of there.

We Joined forces with the Philadelphia police, the FBI, the Secret
Service, and several other law enforcement units in the Philadel-
phia area. We have to date arrested six principals who were in-
volved in the actual theftit was an inside job, Senator; we estab-

lished that We have also arrested in the neighborhood--and it de-
pends on what day I count themover 50 people who were dealing

in the distribution of those stolen food stamps. In this partictdar
case, the food stamps did not really_ get too far from U.S. 95and
95 goes through your State, as well as through New York and so
on. We made arrests in New York Ci . we made arrests in New
Jersey. Most of the arrests were in the area. And, yes,

we did make an arrest in Fayetteville. Those stamps came from
Philadelphia via Richmond, VA, and the fellow was ca t in Fay-

teville, again with the aesistance of the local police. , coopera-

tion. is actually literally there and tangible; you can reach out and

feel it.
Of the $4.8 million, again de . . . on which day we count, we

have recovered approximately 't million of the stolen $4.8 million.
We still have several fugitives that we are looking for, not the
thieves, but other people who were processing the stolen stamps.
We think we may be able to pick up something in the neighbor
hood of another $200,000 to a quarter of a-million dollars' worth of

stamp.
All of this, Senator, was because of their cooperation.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; well, I thoroughly agree with you about the

law enforcement side. I happen to be the son of a police cilicer,
who has been dead a little over 10 years now, but there is nothing
wrong with the people in law enforcement, and I have to tip my
hat to Rufus Edmiaten, who is the attorne_y general of North CATO-
lina and who, in that capacity, is helml of the State Bureau of In-
vestigation. The law enforcement people have been very,_ very
erative. That was apparent at so ne hearings we held in N
Carolina on fraud in the Food stamp Program. Some of your
people and others testified that the average citizen would not be-
lieve the extent of the fraud in this program. Anything you can
buy with money, you can buy with food stamps, and it as being
done. I think it was one of peopleyou can correct me, if I sin
wrongwho said that all had to do was hit the street and put
out the word that they were in the market for food stamps, fraudu-

lent food stamps, and they had more customers than they could
handle within 24 hours. This is true in Fayetteville, Raleigh, Char-

lotte, Greenville, Asheville, and Wilmingtonanywhere you went.
But you are exactly right. The law enforcement .people in North
Carolina, they see this, and they understand that, and they want to
help you crack down on not only matters of this kind, but all
others.

W ell, some years ago, there was an OIG audit that indicated that
some child-care providers, primarily in Head Start centersi_werere-
ceiving dual reimbursements under both the Child Care Food Pro-

1
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gram and the Head Start Program. Now, the administration is rec-
ommending to delete Head Start Programs from Child Care Food
Programs and fund their food costs separately through the Head
Start Program.

Does this respond to the concerns that OIG has raked?
Mr. Bums. I will ask Mr. Adkisson to answer that Senator.
Mr. ADKISSON. Yes, sir, it does. We feel that that will adequately

address our concerns.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there has been a lot of criticism about

it, particularly in some of the media.
All right The OIG audit of Quality Child Care, Inc., in 1982, rec-

ommended that the Lams test for family and group day care
homes be reinstated because a high proportion of children in such
homes were from families with higher incomes.

Does the Inspector General continue to support the reinstate-
ment of the means test'

Mr. ADRISSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In the past, you have done work in the Summer

Food Service Program and made recommendations for changes.
Have you done any recent work which would indicate whether
there is any greater assurance that benefits are targeted to poor
children?

Mr. ADKISSON. We have four States scheduled for this summer's
program in order to conti lue to assess those programs for this
summer.

The CHAIRMAN. What States are they?
Mr. ADKIRION. New York, California, Illinois, and Louisiana.

Those are the big participating States.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be preferable to have only those facili-

ties with cafeterias, such as schools and camps, participating in
this program?

Mr. ADKISSON. We feel that that would certainly be a stronger
control than the present method. However, with adequate controls
over the delivery to States other than cafeterias, we feel that the
program could still be successful. The key is the control Of the pro-gram.

The CHAIRMAN. Briefly, may I ask you to outline the change in
responsibility with regard to in ations in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram, that is to say, the shift to the t Service?

Mr. BURKE. Senator, we have not relinquished any responsibility
in the investigation of violations within the Food Stamp Program.
What we have done is simply ask the U.S. Secret Service to asset
us in certain areas of the food stamp investigations.

On January 23 of this year, we entered into a formal agreement
with the Secret Service in which the Secret Service will focus on
the outside criminal elements, such as food stamp thieves such as
we had in Philadelphia vounterfeitors, or persons suspected of
trafficking in food stamps. These are people not related and not di-
rectly involved with the Food Stamp Program, very much akin to
what you have described being on the streets in Charlotte, Raleigh,
and Greenville.

We will continue to direct our investigative efforts to people who
administer the programthat is, both Federal and Statepeople
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who benefit from the program; people who deal in the food stamps,

such as grocers and contractors of ATP's and food stamps.
For the past several years, we have been working selective joint

investigations with the Secret Service. We came to this accommo-
dation at the beginning of this year. As you know, we are not fortu-

nate enough to have agents in every city in the United States. We
only have abut 250 agents. The Secret Service personnel give us

far greater coverage throughout the United States than we do, and
they are well trained and well geared to accomplish this taskin
areas which we can only address occasionally. Even in North Caro-
lina, as you know, we cannot go to Charlotte and we cannot go to
Asheville every week. We have to our people around.

Additionally, it should be noted that in fiscal years 1982 and
1983, we spent 45 to 48 percent of our agent resources in the inves-
tigation of FNS programs. In light of our other responsibilities
within the Department, this is not in proportion to the needs of our
Department. We are striving to spend one-third of our resources in

the FNS program and two-thirds in the other programs -
We believe that with the assistance of the Secret Service, our

agreement should significantly increase the Federal efforts of pre-
venting and detecting fraud in the Food Stamp Program.

We think it's a good deal.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, there is a feeling in North Carolina that

the effort has been diminished. You say that it has not?
Mr. //UMW.. No, I do not think it has been diminished. I think

what we are doing and I have been in touch with the U.S. attor-
ney in North Carolina who thought that we had diminishedand
as you recall, just prior to your meeting in Raleigh over the last
month, we had 62 indictliwnts in his area on food stamp cases
alone.

Diminished, the answer is no. Shifting, the answer is yesbut
shirting from our sole attention to joint attention of the Secret
Service and ourselves, and the Secret Service only in certain areas
where we cannot join them jointly.

I am quite sure that we will continue to address the problems of
that U.S. attorney in North Carolina, either individually or jointly
with the Secret Service.

But diminished, no, sir. We have a big program here.
The CHAIRMAN. I tell you, I have several more questions. Why

don't I save you a little bit of time, because these are in part tech-
nical questions. So why don't we submit those in writing to you
and let you reply in writing, and we will make them part of the
record.

[The following was subsequently received by the committee:1

ADDMONAI. QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF INSPEXTOR GENERAL. SY SENATOR

JPA. E HUMS AND ANSWERS THERETO

Questwn I. The Office of Insvpector General has previously voiced recommenda-

tions about the Puerto Rico food stamp program. Now that Puerto Rico has been
operating the block grant. do you have any further findings or observations?

Answer I by Mr. Adkisson. We monitored they implementation of the transition
from food stumps to cash payments in Puerto Rico and reported the process was suc-

cessful. Subsequently. a Departmental study confirmed our findings. No further
audit work is planned in fiscal year 19144 because (II the Puerto Rico Department of
Social tiervirem is scheduled for an A-bbl:{ organirationwide audit which will include
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coverage of the nutrition assistance grant, and (21 the Food and Nutrition Sersice
has contracted for an evaluation of the grant, to include &mod and error assets-
ments, in response to a congressionally mandated which is due in Mardi 1985.

Answer 1 by Mr. Burke. We have -held meetings wit members of the Puerto Rico
Department of Social Services and members of the Puerto Rico Department of Jus-
tice. These meetings have been held to determine the steps taken to prevent and/or
prosecute any instances of fraud discovered in the elutrilion Assistance Program.

Assorting to Dr. Geier° Collars; Secretary of the Department of Social Services.
and Blanca Lii Fontein. Andstant Secretary for the Nutrition Assistance Program,
the controls now in effect to prevent fraud, waste and abuse in the Nutrition Assist-
mice Program are more effective than those formerly in effect in the Food Stamp
Program. They feel that this is evidenced by the fact that the member of partim-
pants has been reduced by identifying fraudulent conditions prior to emttion.
They also felt that the use of checks has reduced the loss of program funda because
in case of theft or fraudulent negotiation the endorser or bank is required to pay
the Nutrition Assistance Program.

The Department of Social Services' Office of Internal Amlit/Investigatim is re-
sponsible for the investigation of all Nutrition Assistance Program violations. Cases
involving complex or employee fraud are referred to the Special Investigations
Bureau, Rico Department of Justice, for investigation and presecution. Rou-
tine, or less complex cases which resp dre no fc-ther tion, are refiwred to
the Department of Social Services which then refers thorn ty to the Depart-
ment of Justice for prosecution. A review of the Nutrition Assistance Program case-
load at Internal Audit/Investigation revealed that since the Nutrition Assistance
Program began they have received a total of approximately 6.000 complaints of
stolen participant checks. This amounts to approximately 200 checks per month in a
program which has participation levels above 400,000 per month.

The Special Investigations Bureau is currently investigating a case involving the
theft of 790 Nutrition Assistance Program checks worth a total of 5120.000 We are
closely monitoring their progress on this case should our asidstance be needed.

The Criminal Division of the Puerto Rico Department of Justice has processed
about 849 cases of Nutrition Assistance Program violations. AU cases but one were
disposed of by the particarlagreeing to repay the stolen funds rather than being
prosecuted. He furthe that no imecific law has been enacted in Puerto Rico
to outlaw fraud or theft of Nutrition Assistance Program fluids, but that such of-
fenses are pnelecuted as violatiomi of the Fuerto Rico Penal Code. Title 33. sections
4301 (violations involving public funds), and sections 4271 and 4272 (illegal appro-
priation

tAwation 2. Several years ago. OIG recommended improved verification in the
school lunch . Are you satisfied with 'he current verification that is now
going on there? Have you done any recent audits which reveal continuing problems?
Do you have any further recommendations for intinswernent?

Answer 2 by Mr. Adkisson. An audit of the Chicago Board of Education is in proc-
ess. We are using statistical cam lug and wage match techniques to evaluate the
income verfication process. The t recently issued a final rule which will
require more intensive verification efforts for the 1984 -85 school year. The remits of
the Chicago audit will be used in pla wafer audit coverage of the Child Nutri-tion Program in fecal 198:i owl the results of those audits, we
may need to make additional recommendations for strengthening the income verifi-
cation process.

Question J. In the WIC program. have made any audits that would (suggest
any changes that need to be made in the ad ration of the program?

r 3 by Mr. Adkisson. Our audits-Dr the WIC in recent years have
shown continuing weaknesses in internal controls at te and local levels. We have
made appropriate recommendations for correcting the problems. The results of our
fiscal year 1984 audits may 'twee the heed for further changes in program admin-
istration that will tedium fraud and waste.

Question 4. Are you email' led that States and local agencies are reimbursing the
Department for tisallowed or misdirected expenditures in the various FNS pro-
grams? What can be done to expedite the cdlection of sanctions from States levied
in the food stamp program?

Answer 4 by Mr. Adkisson. A number of recent OM audits of the Food and Nutri-
tion Service's financial management activities indicate that the Service did not
always timely establish accounts receivable for claims against State agencies or
assess interest on delinquent debts. Also, thee Service did not have an effective
system for monitoring State agency claims against subrecipienee
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We have recommend that the Service monitor more closely its regional °Pendia=

and
t

improve coordination between its Pingrani and Plauincial Managemen stidfa.

This would enhance the collection of funds due the Government that ;wart
strict liabilities. However. the recovery of knees due to negligent aliens are im-

posed as sanctions which are subject to administrative and judicial appeal and thus

more difficult to collect.
Question S. As I understand it, the Department hex comideted administrative

hearings on several of the error rate sanctions which were assetned against several

Status fiw high overimanance errors. but that the Department last half of these cases.

What Were the melons for them adverse rulings? Are current procedures sufficient

to ensure that the statute's &roe rate sanction system will be enforced?

Answer 5 by Mr. Adkins's. Administrative hearings hove been held ftw six States

eanctioned as a moult of the le to September 1981 quality control error rates.

The State Food Stamp ruled as followic

1. AloakalAlling ofUMW was
2. Arixonebilling of 1$23U06 was
3. ColoradoIglfing of $621,1 was waived.
4. ConneetWutbMWg or_11.308,545 was

S. Floridabilling of px1,937 was
6. New I

of $244,20 was waived.
The Board wee with Colorado's subsequent actima and inductions in

wrier rates and that these were indicative of good faith efforts on the part of

The Board stated that Florida should have been granted a good cause waiver ofthe State.

the sanction because of the high influx of reflagees and the positive actions on the

The Board also stated that the statbitical validation of New Hampehire's excessivepart of the State.

rate, done 234 years after the fact, was an aberration of the re-review process and

produced an unacceptable, m at beat, a questicmabbe result.

The procedures in current regulations t Provide for lloPleveouptdethe

error rate sanction eyetem pmecribed by law. , Wier regulations a

wears Dar administrative appeal and waiver. AbID, the sanctioned States mey seek

rights of ue FadFein Fewl court. &Doe extenuating circumstances are a fmW*.

es in th
de

case of Colorado, Florida, , and New Hampaire, enforcement of a sanction

cannot be guaranteed.

The CHAIRMAN. But do have one final qmstitm with respect to

a Senate provision adopted sometime back, to include the Food

Stamp Program in the income and eligibility verification system

being designed for all of the major Federal welfare programs.
Are you familiar with that?
Mr. Bus= Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think this would help reduce the errors

in the prwram?
Mr. BURRY- I do not think that 1 could give you an educated

answer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you think about it, and either of you,

after thinking about it, if you would care to respond to it, we would

like to have that for the record, too.
Is there anything else you would add that we have not covered?

Mr. Bloom No, sir. We want to also thank you for your continu-

ing support of Our efforts in North Carolina and elsewhere.
The CHAIRMAN. You have got it.
Mr. Bums. Thank you, sir.

sate your coming.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. We apprec
All right. Now we have the GAO, Mr. Brian P. Crowley, Senior

Associate Director of the Resources, Community and Economic De-

velopment Division, General Accounting Office. Mercy, what a

title.
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Mr. Crowley and your colleagses. we appreciate very much your
helping us assess and analyze where we are at with respect to
trying to restore a modicum of common sense to these programs.

Your statement will be made a part of the record in fall. If you
want to summarize it, I know you have many other things to do
today, and we will move you along as rapidly as may be possible.'

You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF BRIAN P. CROWLEY, SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR, RESOURCES. COMMUNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT DIVISION. U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY STANLEY S. SARGOL, GROUP DIRECTOR; MEL W.
MENCH. FOOD STAMP AUDIT MANAGER; RALPH LOWRY, WIC
AUDIT MANAGER, AND KEITH FULTZ, SENIOR GROUP DIREC-
TOR

Mr. CROWIXY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I notice that you have already read a number of our reports re-

ferred to in my statement, so I will skip over them in my state-
ment. Please stop me whenever you want any further clarification.

We are here today at your invitation to discuss our work. Basi-
cally. my statement starts off with the mrjor report we issued last
year, in February 1983, which discussed the need to recover Food
Stamp Program costs attributable to errors and fraud.

Recent data shows that the error rates have declined, as you
mentioned, but because of increases in total program outlays, over-
payments still approach $1 billion per year. The annual dollar loss
is equivalent to what is spent to provide food assistance for almost
2 million needy people.

Since then, we have initiated several followup reviews and have
started work in other food assistance areas. For example, in our
February 1983 report, we noticed that wa matching, required by
law in both the Food Stamp and AFDC is a promising
technique for identifying erronemis earnings information reported
by households participating in needs based programs. Basically, it
involves comparing household-reported earnings with wage infor-
mation available from an independent source, generally a State
agency administer' ng the Unemployment Compensation Program.

We recently completed field work on this review in five States,
and we found a number of problems. Two-thirds of the approxi-
mately 700 randomky selected cases we reviewed in the local offices
showed signifi cant differences, averaging about $900 per case for a
3-month period.

Our work indicated that about 90 percent of the two-thirch had
differences which were not handled properly by the local offices.
The problems involved local offices not taking appropriate steps to
manually match independent wage data with the earnings data in
the case files and not consistently following up and resolving differ-
ences.

Essentiall y, it comes down to the fact that Agriculture and the
States could have provided better guidance and am/stance to the

'See p. S2 for the prepared statement of Ur. Crovrie7.
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people who are mining out the day-today responsibilities hi the

cthe way,
area.
ay, t is ofhe same problem probed* oncern in the

Program, because the same people manage the program in

most of the States.
The CHAIRMAN. 'That is correct.
Mr. Caowizr. We also looked into collection--and by the

let me go back to wage matAing. We should have a
sow on that. We are sendin a copy of it to the of

the Food and Nutrition Service for comment within the nest 2 days

or so.
The Cniumum. Let me interrupt there. Both GAO and the In-

specto General reached the conclusion that &ate. are not &now-

iimr up on the required matching to detect fraudulent partici-
patkm. Your findings are the same, aren't they?

Mr. Cnowisir. Yea; they are.
The Cusnosax.-Do yom cover in your statement any

'ens on how the States can impove the
these matches?

Mr. CaowLev. We found primarily that the of Agri-

culture needs to give the States some better Our report
has some very detailed recomnundationts. 1

realty will not

get into today, but the report does cover a number of areas in
which the Department should give additional guidance to the
States and then to the local people in this.

The CasnistAN. Let me ask Bossy, you cover winther

the De is ping to do this m mot, with prior witnesses?
Mr. I do not belhove we dknuesed that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, make a note to see what they are doing, or

plan to do, in
Mr. Crowley,

that
I for interrupting.

Mr. CROWLEY. ith regard to collections, we also noted in our

a
Fy

p
198

d,
eco o

abothuat

t t he States
o r

co
elalecch

ted
veorissuaed hmoid

llion h

dollar. The &ate cificials cited the absence of suilkient
'vancial incentives and effective collection tools as renews why

their collection activities had not been more aggressive.
As you know, the Cowen pretty much recognised that inoblem

BM allowed for strengthened recoveriesfor example,
andmentthat is, recovering overissuances from current AFDC and

food stamp participantsby reducing their nxm 1 benefits. We are
currently making a fdlowup revkor of these to
mine what effect the have had on the States
collection efforts in indications are
that the collection are , primarily became of the recoup-

went part that was put in by the Car se. But we are finding evi-

dence that the States, even here, do a better jab in the re-

* I

ott.;.-it
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component area.
Food stamp procedures for

regarding amounts owed, and
are presently time
States' primary method for
receiving benefits is to merely send

it
*i rrt

participants, kw example,
procedures,

There are that the
from househokko no longer

requesting repayment,
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more uniform nationwide. The nutritionl risk criteria differ from 
State to Slate and result in dhpuities as to who can qualify for the 

For .>. someone at risk. fa. anemia in one Stat.. 
not conidered at risk in another. One State 

may consiskr annumption of more than a minimal amount of caf- 
feine in tea, coffee, or colas as a risk factor for 'Regnant vannen, 
while others may not. 

States also differ as to the age cutoff used for detininining the 
risk factor of adolesomt - " 

_SUCh age may vary from leas 
than 15 yeam ti age at the . conception in one State, to age 
19 or under in another. One of our earlier reports addressed this 
same point and pointed out the need to snare WIC applicants 

amore 
equitable access to prom. am benefits, regardless of where they 

criteria 
Also, although WIC paiticipants are to meet eitablished !noon 

band on family sue, we know that the WIC repletion do 
not require thictimindatkon of eligibility. Gounelly, the WIC certifi- 
cation wakens that wee talked to commonly accepted an 
wool on fiunily income. 

later t 
We expect a report on these to be 

issued his year, Mr. Mairman. 
With regard to school lunch participation, I think your earlier 

remarks indicated that you pretty much are tally aware of our 
report on that suttject. our distribution 
report, which discussed the tbzi of cheese bow much is 

displacing commercial sales, and whether there was a need fbr ad- 
ditumal program. from the DepartmentI think you are 
pretty much with that- 

I will tell you that the Department is / 1 " to give us a letter 
on what actions it plans to take with to that report, within 
about 8 

sent 
weeks. If you would like, we can make sure that a copy 

gets to your office. 
The CHAIRMAN. Please day 
Mr. Comm. We also have several ongoing reviews, which I will 

just touch on . Some of them were done at the request of v.v. 
eral Members of We began a review of the adequacy of 
Agriculture's ures to assure that surplus foods are being 
properly and controlled to, minimize and theft. Cur- 
rently, the review is being done in " and Ivania, but 
num be expanded to other States, if we see the need to. 

The CaAaMAN. Will have a report an that? 
Mr. CnowLev. We just 
The CHAIRMAN. But how long will it take? Until the end of the 

year? 
Mr. Ceowutv. Let me give you a better date in about I month, 

after we have been out there in the field and have seen what is 
involved. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right. That was an unfair question. 
Mr. Carrurr. We will do that. 
The CHAIRMAN. This needs to be done, and I am glad you are 

doing it. 
Mr. CROWLEY. We have also started additional reviews that are 

focusing on systems ibr redetermining continued Food 

Stamp and Program eligibility and tethat is, the 
monthly reporting aspects of the programand the existing and al- 
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ternative wsys of delivering food assistance benefits to
pants. Several years ego, we out a report on trg;bill-

with the =theism to [ATPj system. We are
ring to be looking into some yes to the current ATP de.
liverY *stems. We are also looking at the authswising and monitor-
ing of retail vendors participating in the Food Stamp and WIC Pro-
grams.

All of these Jabs that I Just munmarhed for you are in early
shwas. We really do not have much menment on them at this

Mr. Clusinnan, that describes the work we are doing or have
done. My colleagues and I will be happy to answer any questions
you may have.

The t N. Well, thank you. That was a very comprehensive
report that you have made, sir. Because of time, you gave scant de-
scription to the delivery system Feoblem. This to me is we of the
most important to came up with a system that is as
devthd as 4 fra it be a credit caid-type instru-
ment or , and of course, that involves esmplicatimm, and
it involves equipment, and all the rest of it, but surely, we can get
a handle on it.

I am going to ask you a few and then I will beg yos.sr
indulgence to let us file some tional questions fbr response in
writing.

Mr. CaowLer. Surely.
The CHAntauw. I want to say thatand I any this very sincere-

lythat I personally a to the full cooperation that you folks
have given us, not with respect to this committee, but my
office, as well. I know you get 10,000 requests for assistance and
evaluations and investigatimss, but you have been mighty helpful
to me and to all associated with me, and I want you to know I ap-
preciate it.

Mr. Caowsxv. Thank you, sir.
As you know, it is good staff that dose that for you, and these

fellows have worked very hard.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the good staff also will prompt some of the

questions, too. That is the way the system works, and it is hard to
keep our minds an any one thing when we are on about five differ-
ent committees.

You, of course, are familiar with and have referred to the action
taken by the Senate to require a imam and eligibility and verifi-
cation system for the various Federal welfare wograms. This is
consistent with the previous GAO report Do you anticipate that

, when it evolves, will, reduce the overiwmance RITMO in the
stamp Program?

Mr. SARGOL. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We have gone over the descrip-
tion of some of the amendments In the Congressional Record, and
it seems to be right in line with some of the things that we have
advocated in our

The CHAMMAN.767ytagord.
Do I understand your report to say that if the Food Stamp Pro-

operated in the same fashions as the AFDC and SSI programs,
would be much larger samtion amounts?
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Mr. Caowisr. If the same system were =
1 E 4 .4 to the Food

Stamp Program, yes, there would be m larger sanction
ammmts.

The CHAIRIOUV. So it is fair to say that the smaller sanction
ant Air food stamps results in the States fbousim administra-
tive attention elsewhere, like AFDC, for example? That is a hard
question to answer.

Mr. Caowtv. Yes, that is cx hard quad= to answer at this
t, Mr. Chairman. But of know, we have always milled to

ve seine financial responsibility placed on the Sates, and so far
as we could see right now, the imposition or the threat of a sanc-
tion has produced, or seems to have produced, lower error rates. So
on commenting on whether it is large enough

The OPAIRMAN. You just sort of throw a dart at the donkey,
icreiZeriu, in trying to come up with him. It has always

to meand I have tried to ms this back
home wirarri):11i0112 groups, and the3r tko noa understand it,
eitherthat here, we have a situation. where the Federal Govan-
meat the States for Federal arms in the BSI Program, but as
far asI lawn; the States are yet to be required to pay a dime to the
Federal Government for the to arms. You know, tit tat, and
all of that This is the kind of thing that needs to be put on a two-
wey street basis, it seems to mi.

Mr. C2OWIULT. Right now, the States have not done so, but the
Federal Government has waived sanctions on the promise by the
States that they will undertake certain actions to =Tact the prob-
lems, to do something to avoid the overbalances in the Muni. It
has acted as a hammer over the States.

The CiiammAx. Well, this is what it was intended to do. So you
think we are moving alum.

Mr. Caoinsv. I think we are =VW along, yes. tar.
The Ciamescart. OR. Now, sometime hack, I raised a question

about the WIC Program and its effectiveness. There is a feeling
that the WIC Program is sacrosanct, but I just have the conviction
that all Federal programs should be willing to stand intense scruti-
ny, because we are about billions upon billions of dam.
And I cannot exclude WI or elsenaticeial defense, or
whatever. I think we might to look at of them.

But on page 5 Li' &? you have any information on
what the current distriioutbn i j recipients may be in the various
(=teems? My . is that less than half of current WIC
participants are in the = - , hien** priority group; is that cxir-

Mr. Lowey. Mr. Chairman, if I could , to that, it Is very
difficult to make generalisation about the Prwra because
it is not just onc: but many different 4 h.= one
agency to another, programs differ substan 1, So there are
programs that, in our opinion, are quite targeted, in that
they do serve a high perm= p t, iem women,

priority,and infants, who are quite as the highest
the highest risk participants. There are others that are much lees

that have a substantial number of children certified for
uate dietary patterns slow. This group of participants is

widely regarded as being a lower priority.

awn paw man ikE
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So another really frustrating, of the WIC Program is the
dearth of good la gram chit& t .1 has not been in
the pastI noticed that one aspect your pupated
better reporting of data on the of the WIC Program, in-
cluding information on of WIC participants. But I
cannot give you good information on the program's wma.
overall. It varies very much from Skate to State and wkh States,
from one local agency to another.

The CHAIRMAN. But it goes back to the whole fundamental ques-
tion of targeting. You have got to have the Information on which to-
target because it is a tazgeting program. My impression, and
think it is your impreaskmcorrect me if I am wrongthat in Or
past, the States have simply been adding the WIC recipients in
order to spend their allotted funds, without any targeting of mkt.
ance to these women, infinite and children of the greatest need. It
is all part and 1 of this targeting. Is that pretty much what
the States have clobw?

Mr. &mom. Yes; if I 4. just go back to an eakiier question
you had, we did some work I, abmt five States, and from a sample
caseload that we selected to give us a rough idea of what the ci-
fices' caseload consisted of, we found that over half of the
participants were children, 25 percent were infants, about 1=
cent were pregnant and less than 10 percent were post-
partum women. That is of a bird's-eye view of what we found
in those particular States, based on a sample. What it would be na-
tionwide, I do not know.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if we ever get the = . -"I tightened up so
we know what we are ding, and the basis what we are doing,
maybe we will find that what is needed is not really more money,
but better use of the money that is already provided. But that is
yet to be determined, I suppose.

as I say, I am going to have some other questions to file
with you in writing, and if you will provide thane for the, printed

it would be most helphil.
I want to thank all five of you gentlemen for coming up this

morning and being patient as we went through this lwaring. Mma
you very much and have a good day.

I do not know where the gavel is, but the camittee Rim& ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 11% p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.

[The following information was subsequently received by the
committee:]

ADOmONAL QUINT1098 Suisun= 79 anon P. Cnowtsr, U.B. GRNIMAL ACCOON17140
INF= BY &MAIO* Amnt H AND ANDWICI7B Timor°

Encloone.
Question. Your work on food stamp wage matching aeons tot paralkl that of the

Inspector (dalthat is, that States axe not following up on the rewired
matching to detect fnnedulent you have any specific
tions on *Rates can impose the Iran these Neatclwa"?

Answer. Our upcoming report on states' Stamp Program
tame and procedures svill disown two broad men whale' to
Our finding' parallel those of the toppector General and indicatelleat
portunities fur U) snore efficient and effective identification of cases with potenthel

40
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unreported income, and (2, better follow-up and disposition of those costs to enable
adjustment of monthly benefits, recovery of any overpayments,. and pursuit of sus-
pected fraud.

hientificarion of miles with potential unntported incomeThere was general
iigreement among suites we reviewed (Florida, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York,
and Texas) that the success of wage matching is largely dependent on their capabil-
ity to flog all potential error cases, including those of houediolds that recently left
the program. with a msail,, Lim of effort and to limit the cases referred for local
office follow-up to those ha, ins material differences between the external and par-
ticipant-reported wage data. The Food and Nutrition Service had not yet provided
states guidance or specifications on automation of wage matchintsecaratenload cover-
age, or referral criteria for follow-up on cases with indicated wage

Follow-up of cases with potential unreported income..Most of the cases we
checked involved significant differences in reported wages, but for many there was
no follow-up action, inadequate or incomplete follow-up, or no action to establish a
claim. This was attributable to backlogs in follow-up work caused by use of manual
rather than automated matching operations and inadequate controls and guidance
to insure follow-up on all cases.

We also noted that the states we reviewed were using virtually "IP same
dures for carrying out wage-matching requirements for the Department of 1-th
and Human Services' (MIS') Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program.
HHS agreed that working cooperatively with Agriculture to improve their wage-
matching systems %mild benefit both -

We are currently in the of specific recrasunendatiou cinkerning
wagematehing activities. e expect that our report will he issued in late summer of
1084.

Question. Two years ago. the GAO furnished the Committee a list of roan
by Congrees which had not been im tied. I wonder if I caW call on

you to update that list to indicate what F atzording to your records, have
not been implemented?

Answer. In June 1982, we furnished the Committee with a list of 20 major provi-
sions from the (1) Food Stamp Amendments of Mit (2) the Omnibus Budget Recon-
ciliation Act of 1981, and (3) the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981, far which the
Department of Agriculture's Food and Nutrition Service had not issued final verde
tiorss. As of July 24, 1984, final or interim final regulations had not been issued for
one of those 20 provisionsdealing with disqualifications of households not meetimt
certain work requirements and Food Act of 1981). Four other ;owl-
Mons in that act, but not inch in our June 1982 list of 20 major leghdative
skins, still require regulations in order to be implemented. Fift -nine additional leg-
islative changes were made in the Food Stamp Program by the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981k by Public Law 98-107 (October 1, 1983) and by Public
Law 98-204 (December 2, 1983). Final or interim final regulations had not been
issued for I0 of those 59 provkions.

The following table shows the status of the Service's regulatory actions an the 15
provisions noted above. We will continue monitoring the Service's progress in issu-
ing final rules for them. previsions.
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RECENT LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS FOR WHICH 'THE FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE HAD NOT

ISSUED FINAL REGULATIONS

proykuion
Status ut ralesuekknot as or July U. 1004

Agriculture and Food Act of 1981 (December 22, 1981t
Required States to disqualify hometolds which contain a member who did not meet the work

registration or other work requirements of anothie Federal program if those requirements

are similar to the in the Food Stamp Program.
Required Food Stamp Program participants to register for employment once each year

Authorized the Secretary of Agricultuni to establish procedures for calculating the .aim of
licensed vehicles when determining the resources of Pond Stamp Program participants.

Experuled die time period during which States must notify Food Stamp Program participants
that their certification period is expiring.

Provided the Comptroller General and law enforcement officials with access to the records of

Food Stamp Program participants.
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982 (Sept. 8, 1982)

Authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to limit both the of households which can

use authorized representatives and the number of which an authorized repre-
sentative may serve; Also authorized the Secretary to set criteria and verification proce-

dures for selecting authorised representatives.

Increased the disqualification period days (from 60 to 90) for households in which the

head of the household voluntarily a job without good cause.
Provided that Federal, State or employees fired for participation in a strike are to be

considered as having quit voluntarily.
Exempted all parents and caretakers of children under 6-years old from the program's work

requirements.
Allowed States to extend the 1,, search requirement to food stamp applicants. (Program

participants were already to the job search requirement).
Prohibited an increase in stamp benefits attributable to reduced benefits in another

assistance program when each reduced bandits are caused by penalties for failing to comply

with the other program's requirements.
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Proposed rule issued May 24, 1983. Final
rule expected in August 1984.

Proposed rule issued May 24. 1983. Final
rule expected in August 1984.

Proposed rule issued November 19, 1982.
Final rule expected in December 1984.

rule issued Novenfeer 30, 1983.Proposed
rule expected in December 1984.

Proposed rule issued April 19, 1983. Final
rule expected in September 1984.

The Service said this mansion was diecre-
tionary and that it did not intend to
ism regulations because it did not cur-
rently view this area as a serious prob-
lem.

Proposed rule issued May 24,1983. Final
rule expected in August 19)34.

Proposed rule issued May 24. 1984. Final
tale expected in 1984.

Proposed rule boned 24, 1983. Final
rule expected in August 1984.

Proposed rule issued May 24,1983. Final
rule expected in August 1984.

Proposed rule issued April 19, 1983.. Final
rule expected in September 1984.



Authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to allow certain categories of households to report

less often than every month m /Rates which either tl/ demonstrate that requirime monthly

reports (mm certain types of households results in unwarranted administrative expenses or

(21 request waivers to achieve consistency with 11148 Aid to Families with Dependent

Public Law 98-21;r4=2, 1983k
Children

Repealed the prohibition against cash benefits under the Puerto Rico nutrition assistance

Al=liates that do not routinely collect wage data for administering their unemployment
compensation .programs to use comparable data from other sources to eatid& the wage

matching requirement.
Autd the Secretary for Agriculture to approve state inquests to (I) certify households

subject to either monthly or periodic reporting lbr a shorter time period than the
6-mouth minimum, tb extend certification periods for certain households the

present 12-month limit, and (ID calculate income an a .,..; basis for additional

categories of households. It also described ways that may satisfy periodic

reporting requirements and stipulated that states could not require participants to file

written reports on any eligibility hector more often than once a month.

Pr
rule expected in December 1984.Proposed

expected in June HMV

Final sate expected in August 1984.

Proposed rule expected in October 1984.
Final rule expected in March 19M.

P
role expected in December 19)44.Proposed

expected in June 1986.t

Fond and Nutrition Service officieti id they corwiticeed the waiver provisions to be salfisispiosswitins, but they hod proviehal specific advice to their national gams so woo

elements of ttn provision in a Desecoller 2, i5. aternensodent The nonencandrun specified the criteria that the Service's 'visional anima ivere to we when state request. for

waiver, from the etanthly report* rogehernent Service officials said that they hal briefed many *de offirishi and representatives of the Arrieriries Pubik Welfare Alwociation

awl=the Servitelt waiver autiewity but that day hwil iscil officially notified at how *ay would he itojthlowaitiel thew' ettlhortt, to Pool Oohs them Imilsont

and Nutrition Service officsabs told sae Ilea they lied implemented some elesocate of throe proireione dowel a Decreaer 2, WM, ineverrendom to all Semi* Mimed Wiese

A fire footnote. I
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flexibility which many have claimed would enhance their ability to manage case-

loads and optimize use of limited YVIODUTCSO. Carryover authority up to 2 percent of a

state agency's fiscal year allocation would fall within the range most frequently
cited by local and state administsators with whom we met in the course of our

review.
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APPENDIX

STATERSIIT OF NON. JESSE MSS,
A U.S. SENATOR FFIONSORTS CASSIUS&

Today the Committee testiness its oversight of various programs

within the Food and Nutrition Service. These include the food

stamp, child nutrition, sad commodity distribution programs.

Cumulatively, these programs constitute the largest portion of,

the entire Department of Agriculture budgetand, as such, con-

stitute one of the major responsibilities of this comaittee

Administration has noted that through these programs about 95

million wools
drwouhi-almsed every day--a *umber that has never

been higher.

In previous hearings, both by the full Committee and the nutri-

tion Subcommittee chaired by Senator Dole, we have heard from a

broad variety of witnespes she work with these programs,. Pri-

marily at the'state and local level. Today, we want to hear from

those who oversee the programs from the Federal levelboth those

whose duty it is to administer the program* and those who serve

as watchdogs for the public and the Congress. Of particular

concern to the Committee this year is the operation of the child

autrltiaa programa, five of which expire at the end of the cur-

rent fiscal year.

As we move toward a markup next week, certainly the context of

this and other committee
deliberations this year continues to be

the paramount concern with the overall budget situation of the

Federal government. Long gone are the days when members can sit

around the table and outbid each other driving up the expendi-

tures for all of these progress. In the 1980's, we simply must

operate within the realm of fiscal responsibility.

I know that there are members who sincerely feel that increases

should be made in SOWS, or all, of these programs. Other Sena-

tors believe, as I do, that further economies can be made without

damaging the fundamental purposes of the programs, or affecting

truly poor recipients.

for instance, I have proposed reforms in the food stamp program

that would save over $1.5 billion over three years, primarily by

making States more accountable and responsible for their everts-

euance errors. A new GAO report reinforces my view that we aim-

as
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ply must require mater improvement in the States' administra-

tion of the program.

have proposed reinstating the means test for children in day

care homes receiving meals under the child care food programa

savings of almost $100 stilton simply by targeting benefits to

the most needy.

I have proposed instituting a means test for participation in

the swifter food service program, a program that currently is not

sufficiently directed to poor children.

These are reasonable, 'modest proposals that better target Fed-

eral dollars without reducing benefits to the truly needy at all.

Our witnesses today may be able to sagest further taproot:emits--

with or without a budget impact.

I would say to those mho fa-tor any Increases in these or other

programs that they must address how they would pay for such

increases. In reauthorizing the five expiring programsas well

as considering other prograexwe sisply must came up with a bill

that has no net cost to the taxpayer.

Perhaps some priorities within these programs can be shifted.

I' certainly willing to work with Senators on that. But I can-

not imagine that at a time of alleged concern with monnting

deficits, Senators in this Committee or is the full Senate are

going to be prepare to increase spending in these' areas, no mat-

ter how politically attractive that option may seem to be.

Members of the Mouse and Senate simply cannot be talking about

concerns with deficits an the Floor one minute and then proposing

multimillion dollar increases in spending in CommIttee the next.

Budget deficits approaching $200 billion per year cannot be

reduced by adding mental million dollars more for various food

assistance programs, no matter how well-intentioned.

Citizens who are Just as concerned with child nutrition, for

instance, as self-proclaimed advocates claim to be have indi-

cated that the action that would most help children--now and to

the future --is for the Congress to reduce spending and thereby

eliminate deficit spending. Only then will our children's

future, and that of our children's children, be economically

sound. All available data points to the fact that when govern-

ment spending is managed in a fiscally responsible way it is the

poor who are the first to benefit and it in the poor who benefit

in the greatest proportionfrom less inflation and lover in-

terest rates.

STATEMENT OF HON. lion MLR, A U.S. SENATOR FROM! KANSAS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I understand the Ad-

ministration sent its child nutrition legislation to the Hill

47
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yesterday, so this hearing is a very timely one for us to hear

witnesses from the USDA Food and Nutrition Service, Inspector
General's Office, and General Accounting Office.

During the past year, there has been a lot of media and con-
gressional attention focussed. on hunger prOblems in America.

This has come at a time then the Federal government is serving

more people through its nutrition programs than ever before, and

has invested more Federal resources in providing food assistance
than in the past. Last year, the Federal government spent close

to 18 billion dollars an its various USDA-administered food

programa. The food stamp progress served about 23 million people
and the WIC program grew to serve about 3 million women, infants,
and children.

Child Nutrition Reauthorization

This year, the primary focus of nutrition legislation will be

to reauthorize the expiring child nutrition programs. These in-

clude the special supplemental food program for Women, Infants,
and Children, Nutrition Education and Training, State Administra-
tive Expenses, and the Summer Food Service program, as well as

the authority to purchase section 32 commodities. As usually

happens when we go through this reaueourizatioa process, we end

up evaluating the effectiveness of all the child nutrition

programs, including the school lunch, school breakfast and the
child care food program's.

Task Force Recommendations

This past January, the President's Task Force on Food As-

sistance made a comprehensive report, which included many con-

structive recoemendations for changes in Federal. Food programs in

response to "hunger" problems in this °sentry. For example, the

Task Force recommended for the Food Stamp program that the
thrifty food plan be restored to its full 100 percent, that as-

sets limits be raised, and that apecialaccommodatioss be made to
make the program more accessible to the homeless, etc. It

remains for the Congress to act upon these proposals, but, given
the timetable for the short election year session this year, we

may never be able to pass legislation. This means that such
recommendations will be more fully explored in the context of

program reauthorization next year with the 1983 farm bill.
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dr. chatriwin, as? *ember* of the Jemaittse,

thank you for the inv.itation to eppe-r *afore you

today to discuss tho., Adeinistration's logiolative

proposals for Fiscal Tear 1983. A.:ccmpanying we is

Virgil Conrad, Deputy
Atieluistrator fee Vemily

Nutrition Progress of the Food rad Nutrition
Service, and George Sraley Dcgaty Administrator

for Special Nutritive ?regrew, of the Food and

Netritioe Service.

At the outset, I can report to you that the

network of food assistsece programs operated

through the Food and Nutrition Service - of which

the Food Steep Program is the principal vehicle for

low - income nutritios.
assistance - has functioned

well during recent difficult times. We remain

commitzed to administering these programs in a

manner which imitates that eligible beneficiaries

are well served. At the same time, we lamed to

continue to seek better management techniques and

to attach fraud, waste, and abuse. Only with this

dual effort can we assure the tegitisacy of food

assistance programs is the eyes of the taxpayers.

It is our strong sense that the present level

of budgetary support for food assistance would be

*efficient if further error reductions,

administrative simplifications, and work incentives

Vol'c implemented. The Food Stamp Program currently

OOL4.9 21 million people in 7.5 million households

on average each month (end 36 million people in 13

million households over the coarse of a year). At

the same time we have had the largest caseloed is

the history of the program, we have made

considerable progress to reducing the error rate.

We have seen the overpayment error rate drop from

10.4 lercent in 1981 to 8.2 percent in 1983, a 20

percent reduction in two years. however, an I--
percent error rate in still unacceptably high.

Overpayments cost the US Taxpayers $900 million In

1983. That sixesble federal resource was paid in

error to persona who did not meet the standards

legislated by Congress.

The current economic recovery will redece both

the use and cost of the Food Stamp Program' next

year. We have seen a rapid improvement In the

unemployment rate over the last 15 months, falling

almost ln percent between December 1982 and

February 1984. We expect still more improvement in

the months to come. The budget submitted by the

Fresident assumes that the average unemployment

rate in all of Fiscal Tear 1985 will be 7.8
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percent. This is a fairly conservative assumption
since the unemployment rate in February I984 was
also 7.$ percent. With this assumption, we expect
the Program to reach an average of NO million
people each month n t year.

rbNow that we ha embarked upon a vigorous
economic recovery whiCh can be expected to provide
more jobs for needy low-income persons no*
receiving public assistance, we must do alt that we
can to sustain that growing economic prosperity.
We must critically examine expenditures when we are
faced with the terrifying implications of
tomorrow's rampant budget deficits. The Federal
commitment to feeding low-income persons is
substantial. USDA alone subsidises totally or in
part 95 million meals a day, or about 14Z of the
daily seals consumed to the country. This is a
very stumble commitment.

Now, I would like to discuss our major
legislative proposals for the Food Steep Program.
Our proposed changes will go a long way ta meet the
goal of simplification and to enhance program
integrity. I'll now briefly summarise our
recommendations.

First, households containing only recipients
of benefits of the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) program would be categorically
eligible for the Food Stamp Program. This would
streamline application processing for about one of
every four households. Because of the similarity
In Vie financial eligibility criteria for the two
programs, there is now a great deal of duplication
in the separate application processes. This
provision would eliminate that duplication,
simplify administration, and enhance compatibility
between the two programs. Eligibility workers
would be freed to spend more time with other
recipients, including those cases more likely to
result in error.

Second, we propose to make the now optional
Community Work Experience Program (CWEP) mandatory.
Under this program, able- bodied but unemployed food
stamp recipients would be required to perform work
to "pay" for the value of their benefits. Failure
to do so would result in a two-month
disqualification for the household. States would
be provided with maximum flexibility to design sad
apdrate programa brat edited to their particular
needs. To assure that CWRP's are properly
administered, States are required to offer
employment or community service opportunities. We
see this provision assisting participants by
providing needed sap:oare to the yolk environment
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and strengthening the work ethic. Being able to

work will give recipients a new dignity and

self- e'steea. In addition, this work experience

gives the able-bodied unemployed an opportunity to

repay the ceetanity their rood Steep benefits. The

cosmunity will also heaefit through the provision

of useful public services.

Finally, we would tighten the liability system
which penalises States for exceastve errors.' Under
current law, States are liable for errors flue to

inaccurately determined eligibility and/or benefit

level% when the* errors exceed 7 percent of their

total issuance. A S percent tolerance goes into

effect in October, 1984. Liability is asaessed
retrospectively, and represents a percentage
reduction of the State's administrative funding

grant. Our proposal would reduce the tolerance

level to 1 percent, effective October, 1984. it

would require States to repay the full value of

payment errors to escess of this standard. It

would be assessed prospectively, based on a State'.

most recent error rate and on its share of a
projected notional dollar Loss. After actual data

were available and confirmed, appropriate
adjustmeats would be made. Ve feel this proposal

le vital.

States lack the incentive to improve their'
administratIoe of the program since beneftto are

100% federally financed. In Fiscal. Year 1911i,

States will continue to etaspend over $820 alllion
in Federal funds by issuing erroneous Pond Stamp

payments.

To eahnnce State accountability, the
President'' budget assumes full State liability for
payments exceeding 101% of proper Food Stamp

expenditores. The new targets would encourage
States to make further progress in reducing errors.

This propoost would met the Food Stele., error

targetd At the same level as those currently
applicable for 4,11C and Medicaid. The lower target

in no way affects the benefits of eligible

recipient".

To nmeaftrfitn, these proposals wilt improve
management of the Food Stomp Program and reduce

rnata, hot will not reduce benefits for those who

need to supplement their food purchasing power with

government alaistance end who meet their
reaponsihilitiea inward the program. These

prqpoaala are' ffered in the broader coolest of
fiscl rIkriint 41d the need to sedans the Federal

deficit.

T4. 44mInistration's legislative proposals
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concerning child akitrition 'lad commodities are
several in ember. They continue the effort to
focus esetetance on needy children and to simplify
progree 4deinistration.

First, se propose to extend the authorisation
of state administrative expenses for one year. We
believe that there are problems with the eeisting
SAS formula that create later-state inetotties and
which deserve cerefal study before a lengthier
authorization is prudent. Also, our proposal would
limit the amonnt of caused funding that States can
carry over from one fiscal year to the next. In

this way the Depertment can reduce the large
amounts of unfixed SAS from prior years currently
outstanding In nee Staten.

Second, we would strengthens procedures for
verifying eligibility for tree and reduced price

meets. Since implemeetetion of the income
verification requirements in the school lunch
program, savings have accrued to the Federal

government. veer pro,),441 would help defray locally
borne caeca of verifieatten by reimbursing the
administretiee costs incurred by food stamp office
in providing 4 .2ertIficnte of oafticipetion to food
eteep houneholda applying for free meals.

Third, we 40414 ereato 44 independent opeciel
444iStAle flctor for redeced-price meals in
school-based programs. As a result, reieboreeaent
rates for meals in all price categories would be
Increased by the same cost-of-living adjustment.
ecaoee the eorrent law ties the reduced-price
subsidy to the free subsidy (it is currently 40 ent4
lens for lunches end 10 cents le.s for breakfasts),
reduced-price steels receive a higher locrease when en
adjosteent for inflation IS made.

Fourth, we would consolidate the Summer Feud

Service Program and the Child Care Food Program
into a non-school program grant to Staten. Thin

grant 4ould he foaled at the 19SS current serviced
level for the t*o programs it would replace. Meal
4S4t4t4,c. for lleAd Start center'., at present
funded under the Child Card reeding program, would

he eveilahle threegh a corresponding tecreeee in

Head Siert fending. The on-school program grant
4111 suhntnetielly increase State flexibility and
echieve two .major effect.. First, adminintrative
efficiencies will be realised through a reduction

in orograe c'pleiity. Second, Staten will be eble

to tailor pr0grees under this grant to meet the
specific need', of their %tete', popelation.
Primarily, fnnie would he targeted to get the needs

of children of tow - income hooseholds.
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Fifth, we would discontinue federal funding
for the Nutrition Education and Training Program.

This proram, authorised in 1,77, originally
provided seed money for the States to begin or

augment existing nutrition education progress.
These programs are now well established mad Lbs
Federal purpose has been served, Now the States
should be given the opportunity to determine and
implement their own nutrition education programs.

Sixth, we would eliminate the direct Federal
administration of Child Nutrition progress.
Currently, the Food sod Nutrition Service operates
Child Nutrition Programs, including the Special
Milk Program, in Stilted which do not administer
these progress through their own agencies, PIS

Regional Offices currently operate portions of the
school nutrition progress to 14 states, the Child
Care Food Program in nine Unto@ and the Summer
Food Service Prograe in 17 Stetea where State law

or policy prevent State egenciee from doing so.
The burden of adeinistering these programs, added
to the Regional Offices' noreal duties, creates an
immense worbtoed for these offices. Since State*

are responsible for making Federal programs
available to their citizens, it is an inappropriate
use of Federal resources to act as a State agency
in administering these programs. Finally, this
action would resolve some of the Ambiguities
created by having differing rules for State* and
Regions with respect to *edit closures, report
subuiseion deadlines, etc.

Seventh, we would extend for a year the
authorization to use Section 32 funds to provide
agricultural coemodities to programs operating
under the National School Lunch Act, and tke Child
Nutrition Act 1966. The current authorization
expires on September 30, 1954. Also, we would

require that commodity entitlements be based on the
actual number of meals served during the previous
school year instead of an eetteate of the number of

Neale that rill he served. This change will enable
the Secretary to eatahlieh comodIty esoaats for

each State at the beginning of the year based on
the actual data reported by States. States will

have greeter aomnrances of the level of comeoditiea
they will receive doting the year and, therefore,
will not face the prospect of revised cosmodity
levels because the Doporteent changes its
projection of the number of meals served 'luring the

year.

Rtghth, we would extend the Special
Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and
Children (::C) for one year. Several studies
concerning WIC are due to be reported within the
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rear. cad we beltese tt is essential to Incorporate
these 'tasty ilndinge into re-authorisation
deliberations. In addition. oar proposal would
salutes-0 the provisions which require regular
realloi tion of progress fends. WIC ?regrew
adniniscratia has liprove4 over the years and Staten
are not experiencing prObleeb with eeepent funds.
*ether. Staten are spending according to plans
established at the beginning of each Elects'. year.
Sy etiuteating the reallocation provisions. States
will be assured of their annual greet end the
Agency WILL not be required to perform
reallocations of the ever decreasing pot of OICCd911
fundn.

Further, ler propoeal would reined the amount
of money set 4idd for edmintetration of WIC From
20t to IR% of the appropriation. In a time of
lisited resources It is important to rentrain
overhead colts no that a greater proportion of
program funding is devoted to euppleaental food

assistance. The program has been operating on a
steble basis for suveral yearn so States are in a
good position to strengthen their operating
precnases to make thee more efficient. As

further help, the Department 4140 proposes to

remove the requireaa3t to spend one -sixth of these
funds for eotrition education. Rowever, States
will *till be required to be provide ontrltion
education.

Mr. Chairmen, that concludes my forasl reencks.
will be pleased to respond to questions.
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STATEMENT OF
BRIAN P. CROWLEY

SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
RESOURCES, COMMTNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

UNITED STATES GENERAL ACILItUNTING OFFICE

Mr. chaitaan and Members of the Committer:

We are herr today at your invitation to discuss work relating

to the Department of Agriculture's domestic food assistance pro-

grams. You asked that we discuss the Food Stamp. Child Nutrition,

and special commodity distribution programa, and that wr provide

information from completed reports as well as any ongoing related

work.

My proseatation today will focus on the following !sews: (1)

uvvrissurd Food Stamp Program benefits; (2) wage matching, collet--

nuns, and corrective action plans in the Food Stamp Program; (3)

error-rate sanction systems for needs-board programs; (4) brortit

t-rgeting and related issues in the Special Supplemental Food Pro-

gram for W,mrn, Infants, and Children (WIC); (5) School Lunch Pro-

gram participation; (b) the special commodity distribution program;

and (7) recently started work involving eligibility redeterainations

in the Food Stamp and the Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) Programs, food stamp benefit delivery systems, and the

authorization and monitoring of retail vendors in the Fond Stamp and

WIC Programs.

OVIAISSUFD FOOD STAMP BENEFITS

In a report' issued in February 1983, we discussed the nerd to

recover Fund Stamp Program costs attributed to errors or fraud. We

iwted that total overissued prc ran benefits (including excess brnp-

fitN to eligible persons and benefits issued to forligib)e persona)

were about Si billion a year and, in fiscal year 1981 (the latest

period tor which we had information at the time of that review),

represented about 10 percent at all benefits issued. More recent

data shoves that error rctrs have declined but, because of increases

In total program outlays. overpayments still approach SI billion a

year. The annual dollar loss is equivalent to what is spent to pro-

vide food assistant. to almost 2 million needy people. Our report

discussed the nrri for states to identify 'retitle overisauance

cases and take AC .n to collect ovrriesued benefits and pursue sus-

pected fraud.

Since then, we have initiated several follow-up review and

have started work in other food assistance areas. Some of these

efforts addreaa both the Food Stamp Program and the AFDC Program

which is administered by the Department of Health and Human

Services.

WALT. MATCHING

In our February 1983 report, we noted that wage matching,

required by law in both the Food Stamp and AFDC Programs, is a

'heed For Greater Ltfortn To Itrcovrr Costs Of Food Stamps Obtained

Through Errors Or Fraud, (GAWRCED-81 40, Feb. 4, 1983).
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promising technique for identifying erroneous earnings information

reported by households participating in needs-based programs.
Basically, it involves comparing household-reported earnings with

wage information available from an indopeadeet source generally the

state agency administering the unemployment compensation program.

Wage differences noted in the comparisen are then followed up,

resolved, and remedied as necessary throoeh adjustments of current

benefits and collections of prior overisemances. States also can

pursue suspected participant fraud or misrepresentation through

administrative hearings or through the courts.

We recently completed field work on a review of Food Stomp wage

matching in five states (Florida, Louialana New Jersey, New York,

and Texas), In four of the five states, automated systems were not

routinely used to identify participants whose food sump records

showed reported wages differing materially from wage data indepen-

dently reported by employers. Also, in four of the five states,

members of households that had formerly participated in the program

were not always subject to wage matching'for the periods when they

received benefits. About two-thirds of the approximately 760 ran-

daftly selected cases we reviewed in local offices in the five states

showed significant differences (averaging over $900 per case for a

3-month period) between independent employer -reported wage data and

the household-reported earnings shown in program casefiles. We

selected the cases we reviewed from those for which independent wage

data had been referred to local program offices 6 to 12 months

earlier so that sufficient time would have been available for local

offices to identify and resolve any inaccuracies in participant -

reported income.

Oar work indicated that about 90 percent of the cases with

differences were not handled properly by the local offices. The

problems involved local offices' not taking appropriate steps in

manually matching independent wage data with earnings data in pro-

gram casefiles, not consistently following up and resolving indi-

cated differences, and not using the results to adjust current

participants' benefits or establish claims for prior-period over-

issuances. Indications were that Agriculture and the states could

have provided better guidance, assistance, and training on how to

efficiently carry out wage - matching responsibilities.

The Food Stamp and AFDC Programs are administered by difierent

federal agencies but a single state administrator often has respon-

sibility for both programs; the same local offices usually

administer both programs; and the same wage matching system was used

for both progress in the states we reviewed. About Ilv of the Food

Stamp households with differences in reported earnings also had

received AFDC benefits based on apparently inaccurate earnings data.

The results of our review of those cases indicated that states were

experiencing the same types of problems with wogs, matching for both

the Food Stamp and AFDC Programs.

COLLECTIONS

We also noted in our February 1983 report that states collected

only about $20 million for a 2 -year period, or about 1 cent of each

overissued Food Stamp dollar. State officials often cited the

absence of sufficient financial incentives and effective collection

tools as reaions why their collection activities had not been more

aggressive.
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The Congress recognised the need to increase recoveries and

stieugthened collective techniques by requiring states to use

recoupoent: that is, to recover overiasuances from current AIDC and

Food Stamp participants by reducing their monthly benefits. To give

states greater incentive to collect more overissued bromfits, the

Congress also allowed states to keep 25 percent of Food Steep col-

lectioas on claims caused by nonfrood participant errors.

We are currently making a followup review to deternine what

effect these chews have bad on states' collection efforta in the

Food Stamp and AFDC Programs. Preliminary indications are that col-

lections are increasing, but we are finding *additives that states

were not waking maximum use of the recoupmeut nethod because they

did not give priority to processing backlogged claims involving

current participants. In addition, Food Steep procedures for noti-

fying participants regarding mounts owed and initiating recouparnt

procedures are time coosuming. Also, indications are that states'

primary method for collecting from households nri longer receiving

benefits Is to send letters requesting repayment, rather than using

additional collection techniques such as intercepting state income

tax refunds.

Food Stamp legislation requires that benefit overiouvances to

participating households be recovered by reducing monthly benefits;

however, this requirement appliem only to participant-caused errors.

In our 1983 report and in subsequent testimony before a subcommittee

of the Howse Committee on Agriculture, we recommended that the

Congress 'send the Food Steep Act of 1911 to conform with AFDC

legislation which provides for mandatory offset against AFDC parti-

cipant benefits for overpayments caused by any type errorwhether

agency caused or recipient caused. A provision in S. 1993, under

consideration by this Committee, would accomplish this change. We

also recommended that states be required to take appropriate action

under state law to recover overiesnances against the income or

resources of individuals or households no longer receiving benefits.

Our ongoing work is reconfirming the need for these changes.

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS

Within the nest few weeks we will be issuing a report on the

corrective action protess-agriculture's menageoput system for

having states identify and correct problems in the Food Stamp Pro-

gram. During our review in five states (Maryland, Illinois, Ohio,

New Mexico, and Texas), we found that Agriculture has encouraged

better management, but some areas seed further attention.

State corrective action plans did not always address serious

problems such as identifying overissued benefits, collecting over-

payments, and pursuing fraud, and some Stilt.' did not always follow

federal requirements to monitor and evaluate local offices' progress

in carrying out the corrective actions included in state plans. We

also found that federal regulations, which required states to make

reviews taking a great deal of time and resources, had not been'

updated for several years and did not cover such key program func-

tions as wage matching and the recoupment provision for recovering

overissuances.

ERROR -RATE SANCTION STSTZ$S

In response to your request, we recently completed a review of
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existing procedures for holding state sod federal organisations

financially responsible for *twee/Ave errors in the der-to-day

administration of the Food Stamp, AFDC sad Supplemental Security

(IMMO (SW) Programs. Our a.allysis of these systems shows that

error-rate targets (maximal acceptable percentages of erroneous

payment errors) estsbliabed for the programs have differed by year,

by program, and from state to state for the same progrmo. Beginning

in fiscal year 198$ and coatinsing thereafter, all states will have

a 5 percent target for Food Stamps, 4 percent for $51, and 3 percent

for AFDC.

The dollar bases to which any excess error rate percentages

apply in calculating sanctions also differ between programs.

Because of these differeuces, the sanction system used in the Food

Stomp Program (based on state administrative costs) results in

proportionately smaller sanctions for eircessivis errors than the AFDC

or SSI sanction systems (based on total benefits issued).

Although sanction systems can be as effective program manage-

went tool, sanctioned states have not paid the federal government

for any of the sanctions
assessed against them for the billions of

federal dollars lost through food stamp or AFDC refit over-

payment*. USDA and NHS have authority to waive, under certain con-

ditions, sanctions assessed
against states, and have dope so in many

cases based on such things as states' developing plans for taking

corrective action.

In co:Itrest, the federal government has acknowledged liability

or paid states about $160 million assessed against it since 1974 for

excessive overpayments of
state-fingered SSI Program benefits.

There Is no waiver provision to relieve the federal government of

its financial liability for excessive overpayments of state-financed

SSI benefits.

USDA and HMS data shows that error rates have dropped more in

the Fond Stamp Program than in the AFDC or SSI Programs but are

still higher than those for the other two programs.

WIC PROGRAM TARGETING AND MAUD ISSUES

To be eligible for WIC benefits, applicants must meet income

limits established in accordance with federol requirements and be

considered at nutritional risk" on the basis of state-established

risk criteria. WIC has grown rapidly is recent years. Monthly

participation is now about 3 million women, infants, and children,

and annual program costs are about $1.2 billion. Program officials

recognise that budgetary
constraints are likely to slow program/

growth in future years. Our recently completed field work on the

WIC Program focused on what could be done to better direct limited

funds to those considered to be at greatest nutritional risk. We

found broad agreement among program directors, nutritionists, and

certifying officials that pregnant women, breastfeeding worsen,

infants, and children under age three (in roughly that order) Were

more likely to be at risk because of inadequate income, health care,

or both, and sore apt to benefit from timely WIC intervention than

non-breastfeedins women and older children. There also was sabot/to-

nal agreement that targeting program benefits to the groups at

greater risk would represent as appropriate strategy for oPtisigina

program impact and insuring effective use of limited funds.
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Our work in five states (California. Illinois, Minnesota,
Nevada, and Pennsylvania) showed relatively little targeting being
done. Current program rules do not require or even encourage
targeting except wider circumatemices where a state or local agency
program has attained maxima caseload; that is, when available
funding will not support further imcreases in the number of partici-

pants. In such an event, WIC agencies are required to maintain
applicant malting lists grouped according to federally-prescribed
priority risk categories and to enroll from these lists an a one -
for -one replacement basis only as other participants c off the

program.

Mowever, since an agpacy may be in a masimamrceseload targeting
situation for only limited periods of tine during a program year, or
perhaps not at all, it would not be required to target just when
targeting would make the most sense and would likely be most produc-

tive; that is when available funds would enable it to increase
enrollment by taking on new participants. Based on our woe, and
discussions with program officials at locations we visited, it
appears that Agriculture could do more to emphasise targeting as a
principal program objective, make 414t0 agency performance in this
area a major focus of its WIC management evaluations, build-in
targeting performance as an incentive factor in its fund allocation
formula, and help states to target their outreach and develop health
care networks to assure referrals of high risk applicants to their

WIC program.

Our work also touched on two related points dealing with WIC

funding and WIC eligibility standards and procedures. We found

broad agreement en WIC funding uncertainties continue
e program year and their ultimate resolution results in more or

less program funds than originally anticipated, state and local
agencies have difficulty planning and managing their caseloads and
have to sake special efforts to avoid the risk of having Agriculture
recover and reallocate any unspent WIC funds to other states. Some

local agency directors told us that the pressures to enroll partici-
pants quickly and to maintain participation at the new, higher case-
load levels made possible by infusions of additional funding at
unpredictable intervals often turn WIC into a "numbers sane" where
the relative health risk or need of those served becomes less
important than simply filling the available caseload slots.

Itese kinds of pressures are at odds with the concept of
targeting to priority needs because WIC agencies sometimes feel
that, to avoid the possibility of losing WIC money, they have to
spend the money quickly on the most accessible eligibles available
without necessarily considering the relative priority of their
needs. Some WIC officials agreed that a more stable funding
approach --- including authority for states and WIC agencies to carry
over part of their program funds, without loss, from one year to the
next - -would provide them needed management flexibility and oppor-
tunity for targeting initiatives.

Our analyses and discussions at local WIC offices also have
suggested a need to refine and tighten some of the nutritional risk
criteria presently used to enroll WIC participants, and to hake it
more uniform nationwide. The nutritional risk criteria differ from
state to state and result in disparities as to who can qualify for
the program. For example, someone at risk for anemia in one state
would not necessarily be considered at risk in another. One state
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may consider consumption of more than a oinimal amount of caffeine

in tea, coffee, or colas as a risk factor for pregnant women while

weather may not. State.' also differ as to the age costa, used for

defining the risk factor of adolescent pregnancysuch age nary vary

Imo leis than 15 years of age (at the tai e of conception) in one

state to age 19 or under in another. One of omr earlier reportsl

addresned this same general issue and pointed out the need to assure

WIC applicants sore equitable access to program benefits regardless

of where they live. Alec, although WIC participants are to o -t

established income criteria based on family since, we acted WIC

regulations do not require document-silos of income eligibility. WIC

certification workers commonly accept an applicant's word on family

income.

We expect that a report on our WIC review and the points we

have discussed here will be issued later this year.

SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

Ina report3 issued last month, we discussed School Lunch

Program participation and federal expenditures for free, reduced-

price, and full-price lunches for the 1979-83 period during which

the 1980 and 1981 Reconciliation Acts took effect. l report

pointed out that student participation in the program declined from

'27 million in fiscal year 1979 to 23.1 million in fiscal year 1983

primarily because freer students ate full-price lunches. As a

result, 1982 marked the first time in program history that schools

served more free and reduced-price school lunches than full-price

lunches.

between fiscal years 1979 and 1983, the number of schools

participating in the School Lunch Program and the enrollment of

those schools decreased by 4.1 percent and 8.7 percent, respec-

tively, slightly outpacing the drop is the total number of schools

and student enrollwrot nationally.

The report points out that since 1979, the number of families

with children eligible for free lunches increased by 27.5 percent

wad that federal expenditures for these lunches increased at shout

the same rate. The number of families with children eligible for

reduced-price lunches increased (7.6 percent) while expenditures for

these lunches decreased (12 percent). The number of families with

children that would have to pay the full price for lunch and the

federal dollars spent on these lunches decreased by 12.2 percent and

43.8 percent, respectively. Total federal expenditures for the

School Lunch Program in fiscal year 1983 were about $3.2 billion,-

greater than at any time except for the peak year of 1981.

2The Special Supplynental Food Program Per Women. Infants, and

Children (WIC) --liar Can It Work better? (CEO-79-S3, Feb. 27,

1979).

3Participation in the National School Lunch Program (GAO/RCED-84

132, Mar. 30, 1984).
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We also have reported4, at the request of this committee
and others, on the administration and success of a special commodity
distribution program started in December 1981 to provide surplus
dairy products to needy persons and to concurrently reduce federal
costs of acquiring and storing surplus products. The value of
government-owned dairy products increased from $569 million in
September 1979 to $3.7 billion is September 1983.

Agriculture had not developed national guideline* to ensure
that only the needy participated in the distribution program because
it believed that large scale federal involvement would have con-
flicted with the program's temporary and volunteer nature. It con-

sidered states to be more aware of who needed assistance.

As a result, we found that program administrative practices
varied widely among states and, in seam case*, by locality; program
abuses occurred; and displacement of commercial sales was greater

than necessary. Curing our review in eight states (California,
Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Dew Jersey, Texas, Utah, and Vest
Virginia) in June end July 1983, we found that five bad established
income limits ranging from 135 to 185 percent of OMB proverty guide-

lines. The other three relied on participants' verbal etatemots

that they were needy. Two states would provide donated food to

anyone over age 60. Another offered moistener to any unemployed

person.-

Existing state participation criteria was not adequately

enforced. Only three etitOP required identification or proof of
eligibility. Distribution agencies in the other five states did not
generally require this information, thus foregoing opportunities to
deter or prevent persons from receiving duplicate benefits or high-
income persons from participating.

There mere other program adninistrative differences in the
states'', visited. Distribution frequency varied from mathly to
twice annually. Some states provided a fixed amount for each house-
hold; others offered variable amounts depending an household size.

The program's effectiveness in reducing federal portholes and
inventories has been lessened to the extent that donated governmest-
owned dairy products have reduced (displaced) commercial sales.
Although cheese and butter valued at $755 million and $261 gallica,
respectively, were distributed between December 1981 and September
1983, Agriculture's inventory of these products increased from about
1.1 billion to about 1.5 billion pounds during this period due to
increased purchase* of surplus commodities.

Agriculture's June 1983 study and newly all of the government
and industry officials we talked with attributed recent declines in
commercial sales in part to the special distribution prograu. Both
the study and industry officials we talked with said that the upward
trend in sales of American-type cheese ended when Agriculture began
distributing large quantities of cheese, while the award solos
trend for other types of cheese continued.

4Improved Administration of Special Surplus Dein? Product Distribu-
tion Program Needed (GAOIRCED-84-58, Mar. 14, 1984.
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There was no usable data on the **tent of commercial sales

displacement by state. Although a surrey of participants might, in

theory, have yielded such information, we decided that_esich a survey

uould be Imprectical.
However, using a set of stipulated (assumed)

conditions we conservatively
estimated, with the help of a consult-

ant, that about 32 million 'needs, or 31-peecest, of the 103 million

pounds of cheese distributed from December 1981 to April 1983 in the

eight states included in oar review would have displaced sales.

legislation adopted in September 1983 requires states to estab-

ISO eligibility criteria
wed Agriculture to take necessary precau-

tions to assure that the distributed commodities do not displace

gales. We recognize that Agriculture has to balsam three objec-

tives in carrying out the programs reduce inventories, feed the

needy, and minimise displacem ent. Accordingly, we recommended in

our Werth 1984 report that Agriculture establish parameters for

state eligibility criteria based on the amount of commercial soles

displacement likely to occur at various hausehat income levels. We

also recommended that Agriculture require states to develop reason -

able controls over the
distribution of the products to minimise

program abuse.

OTNER ONGOING REVIEWS OF

FOOD ASSISTANCg PROMOS

At the reqammet of several Members of Congress, we recently

began a review of the adequacy of Agriculture's
procedures to assure

that surplus foods are being properly stored and controlled to mini-

mize spoilage and theft. Currently, the review is being don in

Michigan and Pennsylvania but may be expanded to other states if

warranted.

We also have started
additional reviews that are focusing on

program systeso for (1) redetermining
continued Food Stamp and AFDC

Program eligibility and beuefits, (2) existing and alternative ways

of delivering food
assistance benefits to program participants, and

(3) authorizing and monitoring retail vendors participating in the

Food Stamp and WIC Programs.

Sedeterminatioss

All households participating
in the Food Stamp Program mot be

periodically recertified for continued benefits and must report any

interim changes affecting eligibility. Concerns that such changes

vete not being reported led the Congress to require program partici-

pants to submit infatuation on their income and other eligibility

factors each month. We have started a review of monthly reporting

procedures in four states (tentucky, Michigan, North Carolina, and

Wisconsin) to assess how well the Food Stamp and AFDC monthly

reporting processes art working. We expect to have a report on the

results of this work early next year.

°Alternative delivery*syetems

ba 1982 we reported5 that the authorization-to-participate

5Nillions Could Be Saved 54 Improving
Integrity of the Food Stamp

Progtem's Authorisation-To-Participate
System (CED- $2-34, Jas. 29,

1482).
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card system used to distribute Fond Stamp benefits was vulnerable to
fraud and resulted in the loss of million of federal dollars. The
Congress has authorised Agriculture to require states to modify
existing issuance systems where necessary to prevent losses, and
Agriculture has funded a demonstration project to explore alternative

issuance systems. We have an ongoing review that will tomes prog-
ress made in mantles losses and provide information on system sodi-
fications that some states are using or planning for issuing Food
Stamp benefits. These systems range from state-of-the-art tech-
niques such as credit-card type instruments with encoded micro
chips, to more basic approaches such as requiring participants to
pick up food stamps is person at designated locations.

Retailer compliance

The VIC and Food Stamp Programs both use food-purchase instru-
ments (coupons and vouchers) and deliver food moistest* to partici-
pants through retail food vendors such as grocery stores sod, in the
case of VIC, drug atoms. Also, both programs are susceptible to
problems and abuses such as "cashing out' of benefit. and using pro-
gram benefits to obtain other than eligible or prescribed food
item. As a follower to an earlier report6, we have recently
started a review that will examine, compere, and evaluate federal
and state procedures for authorizing VIC and Food Stamp retailers,
monitoring retailers on a routine basis to assure maimed cow
plissee with program requirements, and investigating and dealing

with those who violate program rules. Sy exendeing both programs
simultaneously, we believe we will be better able to identify their

joint as well as separate strengths and weaknesses.

.
That conclude. ny statement. We will be glad to respond to

your questions.

bRegulatiou of Retailers Authorised To Accept Food Stamps Should i*
Streoghtened (CED-78-183, Dec. 28, 1978).
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(The General Accounting Office released a report on

April 25. 1984, entitled "Improved Administration Of

Special Surplus Dairy Product Distribution Program
Needed (GAO/RCED-84-58). The digest from that report

is printed below.)

IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION 01, SPECIAL
SURPLUS DAIRY I'ROIIUC t DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM NEEDED

DIGEST
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA),
through its Dairy Price-Support Program, has
purchased large Quantities of butter, cheese,
and nonfat dry milk in recent years. As a
result, USDA-owned inventories of dairy prod-
ucts increased from about 5569 million At the
end of fiscal year 1979 to $3.7 billion at the
end of fiscal year 1983.

In response to the Congress' directive to
reduce the daft% inventories, USDA, in

December 1981, began making cheese available to
states for distribution to the needy. This
effort evolved into a temporary special distri-
bution program under which butter, cheese, and
other USDA-owned products were provided to the

needy. This program, which is administered by

USDA's Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), is in
addition to other existing commodity donation
programs, such as the School Lunch Program. In

carrying out commodity donation programs, the
Secretary aenerally has to balance three objec-
tives: reduce surplus inventories, feed the
needy, and minimize disruption (displacement)

of commercial sales. Legislation enacted in
September 1983 reemphasized these objectives
and extended the program through fiscal year

1985.

The Chairman, Senate Committee on Aoriculture,
Nutrition, and Forestry; the Chairman, Rouse
Subcommittee on Domestic Marketina, Consumer
Relations, and Nutrition, Committee on Agri-
culture; and Representative Cooper Evans asked

,-;14,0 to determine whether program administration
adeauately ensured that products were provided
only to tt'e needy and to develop estimates on
the extent to which donated products displaced
commercial sales.

GAO believes that the absence of national pro-
gram guidelines on such key issues as target
population to be served and controls to assure
that participants are eligible contributed to
widely varying programs .mong the states and,

in some states, among localities. As a result,

abuses occurred and displacement of commercial
sales was greater than necessary.
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In making its review, GAO visited eight states
(California, Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
New Jersey, Texas, Utah, and West Virginia) to
(1) obtain information on the eligibility cri-
teria used and the controls in effect to assure
that prow ram participants met the established
eligibility criteria and (2) develop "estimates

of commercial sales displacement resulting from
the prouram. The eight states accounted for
about 30 percent of all the cheese distributed
nationwide in 1982.

The states were judgmentally selected by GAO on
the basis of (1) geographic dispersion (two
states from each of four geooraphic areas in

the United States used for USDA's household
food consumption surveys), (2) quantities of
cheese donated (some law and some high), and
(3) using FRS information, the relative re-
strictiveness of the states' program eligibil-
ity criteria (some strict and some not strict).,
Because the states were judgment.11y selected,
the results of GAO's review are not projectable
to the nation.

GAO focused its review on cheese donations
because cheese was the major product distrib-
uted under the program; however, it did make a
limited analysis of butter donations. From
December 1981 through September 1983, about
510 million pounds of cheese valued at about
$755 million and 174 million pounds of butter
valued at about $261 million were distributed
nationwide.

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY CRITEpIA
AND CONTROLS

INS delegated much of the responsibility of ad-
ministering the special distribution program to
the states, including establishing eligibility
criteria and procedures used to verify eligi-
bilit, and determining frequency of distribu-
tion: Ind Quantities to be distributed. Some
state:., in turn, further delegated these
responsibilities to local distributing agen-
cies, which include local governments and
private charitable organizations.

FNS did not provide national program guidelines
to the states because it believed that large-
scale federal involvement was contrary to the
t.-ifnorary and volunteer nature of the distil-
bation and because it considered the states to
be in a better position the:. FNS to decide who

needs assistance. As a result, program adminis-
tration varied widely among the states and, in

rome cases, by locality.

BEST Cg"
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In the eight states GAO reviewed, program eligi-
hilitY guidelines and controls varied from a
simple reauirement that participants state that
they were needy to requiring doeumented evidence
that participants met established eligibility
criteria, such as,an income standard. At the
time of GAO's visits to the states in June and

July 1983:

--Three of the eight states had not established
any needs test but generally relied on 'self-
deciaration of need by program participants.
The remaining five states used an income
standard as one basis for determining eligi-
bility, with the maximum aualifying income
ranging from 135 to 19S percent of poverty-

income guidelines. Two of the eight states
specified that anyone over 60 Years of age
could participate in the program regardless
of need, and one state used unemployment as
eligibility criteria.

--Distribution frequencies and auantities of
products made available to participants
also varied. In some states and localities
distributions were made monthly while in
others they were as long as 6 months apart.
Also, some states and localities provided all
Participants the same auaniity of product:
others varied the quantity based on household

size. (See pp. 6 to 8.)

Controls over the distribution of products were
generally inadeauate to prevent program abuse.

Dnly two states required participants to show
both identification and proof of eligibility.
One state repaired participants to show identi-
fication only. In the remaining five states,
local distributing agencies did not generally
reouire participants to show either identifi-
cation or proof of eligibility. Identification
helps deter individuals from using fictitious
names and provides a basis for checking on
whether individuals received multiple issuances

of products. (See op. B to 10.)

Through March 1993, FNS encouraged the states to
expand their programs by using more liberal eli-
gibility criteria and by increasing the Quantity
of products given participants. GAO noted
instances where regional officials successfully
encouraged the states to use more liberal eligi-
bility criteria.

Until April 1983, when FRS cut hack on the man-
titles of products made available, the states
were able to order virtually unlimited amounts
with little or no concern about the auantities
of products given individuals. In one state, a
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seven-person household was entitled to 15 pounds

of cheese each months however, based on USDA's
household food survey.1 the averaoe seven-

person household normally consumf! less than 7
Pounds of cheese a month. (See pp. 10 to 13.)

Legislation enacted on September 2, 1983,
extending the program through fiscal year 1985
requires several program changes which should
result in more uniformly administered state pro-

grams. Among other things, the law requires
each state, with the Secretary of Agriculture's
approval, to establish program eligibility cri-

teria. Also, the Secretary is reauired to
(1) provide commodities in such auantities as
can he used without waste, (2) assure that the
commodities provided do not displace commercial
sales, and (3) minimize, to the extent practi-
rahle, the regulatory, recordkeepinq, and paper-
work reauirements imposed on distributing
agencies.

Pegarding commercial sales displacement, the act

requires that the Secretary must not make com-
modities available in any auantitv or manner
that he determines, in his discretion, may sub-
stitute for the same or any other agricultural
product that would otherwise be purchased. As

discussed below, this reouirement will he dif-

ficult to implement.

ENS issued interim regulations implementing pro-
visions of the September 1983 act on December

16, 1983. Although the interim regulations do
not provide specific guidelines to the states on

eligibility criteria and program controls, the
Ditect:w of ENS' Food Distribution Division told
cA0 that the final regulations, scheduled to he
issued in parch 1984, would provide more spe-

cific guidelines. (See pp. 15 to 17.)

DISPLACYmENT OF COMMERCIAL SAT.FS

The effectiveness the special distribution
program in reducing OSDA-owned dairy products is
diminished to the extent that the products given
away displace commercial vales. Displaced sales
increase market surpluses which USDA obli-
qated to purchase under the ()airy Price-Suppoit
Program. Such purchases offset, in part, the
Inventory reductions resulting from the distri-
but ion r,rogram.

41SDA makes periodic survey!, to determine the
types and nuantities of food eaten by various
income-level householfts throughout the country.
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USDA's inventories of cheese and butter products
have continued to increase because the produc-
tion of dairy products has exceeded sales. At
the end of fiscal year 1981, just before the
program begari, USDA's inventories of butter and
cheese totaled about 1.1 billion pounds compared
with 1.5 billion pounds at the end of fiscal
year 1983. (See p. 22.)

A June 1983 USDA study and most dairy and retail
industry officials GAO met with attributed
recent declines in commercial vales of cheese,
in part, to the special distribution program.
The USDA study, which analyzed estimated
decreased national sales of American-type cheese
of 5.1 percent in the fourth ouarter of 1982 and
15.2 percent in the first quarter of 1983, from
Year earlier periods, stated that it is diffi-
cult to assiun any cause for the decline other
than the surplus cheese donations. The USDA
study noted that monthly distributions of cheese
averaged about 20 million pounds in the last
quarter of 1962, or about 11 percent of national
sales, compared with 43.2 million pounds in the
first guarter of 1983, or about 28 percent of
sales.

poth the USDA study and industry officials said
that there had been a long -term upward trend in
sales of American-type cheese until USDA heaan
dirtributino large nuantities of cheese under
the program. The upward trend in sales of other
types of cheese continued.

Pased on USDA estimates, national cheese sales
increased by 2.3 percent in the second quarter
of 1983 and decreased by 16.4 percent in the
third o4zrter of 1983, from 1982 °garters.
rS!1A provided the Ftater with about 151 million
pounds of cheese during the second auarter of
1983 and with about 98 million pounds of cheese
during the third auarter of 1983. (See pp. 19
to 22.)

There aar; a oeneral cow-ensus among government
and in.;u:Ary officials CAO talked with that
product !: distributed under the program displace
-ome cc mmercial Males. No one had information
yhowinu the extent of such displacement by
rtatv. CAO believes that no one can calculate
actual diFplacoxent without detailed information
on, among other things, the extent to which the
initial recipients give some or all of the
cheese they receive to others. Fven though a
survey of program participants might, in theory,
yield fluch information, CAO did not survey pro-
oram participants because (1) it was impractical
to survey enouuh participants within the time
frame of the study to provide the necessary
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confidence level for a statistically projectable
sample, (2) most states did not keep records on
the number or identity of program participants,
and (3) there were concerns about the ability of
recipients to accurately recall boy much cheese
they had purchased and consumed.

Because of the 1.ck of empirical data, GAO chose
to estimate, with the help of a consultant, the
amount of cheese that would have been displaced
in eight states under certain stipulated condi-
tions or assumptions. These assumed conditions
include, among others, that:.

--Participants did not give the cheese they
received to others.

--Participating households would forego normal
purchases of chee:- when equal or greater
ouantities of the same or similar type cheese

were Oven to them.
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